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Russia says it will take nothing less but NATO expansion ban
VLADIMIR ISACHENKOV (Associated Press) - AP
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MOSCOW (AP) — Russia maintained a tough posture amid the tensions over its
troop buildup near Ukraine, with a top diplomat warning Wednesday that Moscow
will accept nothing less but “watertight” U.S. guarantees precluding NATO's
expansion to Ukraine.
Deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov, who led the Russian delegation at the
security talks with the U.S. in Geneva last week, reaffirmed that Moscow has no
intentions of invading Ukraine as the West fears, but said that receiving Western
security guarantees is the categoric imperative for Moscow.
The talks in Geneva and a related NATO-Russia meeting in Brussels last week were
held as Russia has amassed an estimated 100,000 troops near Ukraine in what the
West fears might herald an invasion.
In a move that further beefs up forces near Ukraine, Russia has sent an unspecified
number of troops from the country’s far east to its ally Belarus, which shares a
border with Ukraine, for major war games next month.
Ukrainian officials have said that Moscow could use Belarusian territory to launch a
potential multi-pronged invasion.
The Russian Defense Ministry said Wednesday that some of its troops already have
arrived in Belarus for the Allied Resolve 2022 drills that will run through Feb. 20.
It said the exercise will be held at five firing ranges and other areas in Belarus and
involve four Belarusian air bases.

Associated Press FILE - Russian deputy Foreign Minister Sergei Ryabkov arrives for
security talks with US Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman at the United States
Mission in Geneva, Switzerland, on Jan. 10, 2022.
Ryabkov warned Wednesday that Moscow will accept nothing less but ironclad U.S.
guarantees precluding NATO's expansion to Ukraine or deployment of weapons there.
(Denis Balibouse/Pool via AP, File)
Amid the soaring tensions, U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken visited Ukraine on
Wednesday to reassure it of Western support in the face of what he called “relentless”
Russian aggression while French President Emmanuel Macron urged the European
Union to quickly draw up a new security plan containing proposals to help ease
tensions with Russia.
German Chancellor Olaf Scholz said Wednesday it's too early to tell whether talks
could defuse the crisis, adding that “after years of rising tensions, staying silent is not
a sensible option.”
“The Russian side is aware of our determination,” Scholz said in a speech to the
World Economic Forum. “I hope they also realize that the gains of cooperation
outweigh the price of further confrontation.”
Russia has denied that it intends to attack its neighbor but demanded guarantees from
the West that NATO will not expand to Ukraine or other former Soviet nations or
place its troops and weapons there. It also has urged NATO to roll back the
deployments of its troops and weapons to Central and Eastern European nations that
have joined the alliance after the end of the Cold War.
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Washington and its allies firmly rejected Moscow’s demands but kept the door open
to possible further talks on arms control and confidence-building measures to reduce
the potential for hostilities.
Ryabkov insisted, however, that there can't be any meaningful talks on those issues if
the West doesn't heed the main Russian requests for the non-expansion of NATO.
He warned that the Russian demands contained in draft agreements with the U.S. and
NATO “constitute a package, and we're not prepared to divide it into different parts,
to start processing some of those at expense of standing idle on others.”
The Russian diplomat said Ukraine's increasingly close ties with NATO allies pose a
major security challenge to Russia.
“We see the threat of Ukraine becoming ever more integrated in NATO without even
acquiring a formal status of a NATO member state,” Ryabkov said, pointing at
Western powers supplying Ukraine with weapons, training its troops and conducting
joint drills.
“This is something that goes right to the center of Russia's national security interests,
and we will do our utmost to reverse this situation, to re-balance this situation
through diplomatic means.”
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Russia annexed the Crimean Peninsula from Ukraine in 2014 after mass protests
prompted Ukraine’s Moscow-friendly leader to flee to Russia. At the same time,
Russia also cast its support behind a separatist insurgency that swept over large
areas in eastern Ukraine. More than 14,000 people have been killed in nearly eight
years of fighting there.
Asked if Russia could accept a moratorium on NATO's expansion eastward, an idea
circulated by some political experts, Ryabkov answered with a firm no, saying that
Moscow has seen the West backtrack on previous promises.
He emphasized that "for us, the matter of priority is achievement of watertight,
bulletproof, legally binding guarantees” that Ukraine and other ex-Soviet nations will
not join the alliance.
Ryabkov suggested that the U.S. could also take a unilateral obligation to never vote
for NATO membership for Ukraine and other ex-Soviet nations.
Russia has urged the U.S. and NATO to provide a quick written response, and
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told reporters Wednesday it expects to receive it
“within days.”

Deadly Hemorrhagic Disease That Kills 80 Percent of Rabbits Spreading Across
U.S.
Orlando Jenkinson - Newsweek
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A deadly disease fatal to rabbits in around 80 percent of cases is spreading across the
U.S., with new cases now confirmed in Florida.
Rabbit Hemorrhagic Disease does not affect human health but is highly infectious and
frequently fatal to both wild and domestic rabbits, with a fatality rate of between 80
and 100 percent.
The strain of Rabbit Hemorrhagic Disease currently affecting the U.S. is known as
RHDV2. This is a virus that affects rabbits over a three to nine-day incubation period.
Symptoms in infected animals including lethargy, weight loss and hemorrhages from
various orifices such as the nose or eyes. It is spread by coming into direct contact
with live or dead infected rabbits, or by contaminated surfaces such as their bedding.
It can also be spread by rabbits orally and through skin trauma. Death in infected
rabbits typically occurs within one to three days.
The presence of the RHDV-2 strain of the virus was discovered in multiple states last
year, and new cases identified in New York and Florida suggests it is continuing to
spread in the U.S.
According to Florida's Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services (FDACS),
two cases of the disease have been confirmed—one in Lake County and another, more
recent case, in St John's County.
The New York Department of Agriculture and Markets (NASDA) said on December
15 that a case of the virus had been confirmed in a domestic rabbit in Montgomery
County. It said it there was an ongoing investigation into the source of the infection.
"This is the second occurrence of RHDV2 in New York," the NASDA statement said.
"The first cluster of cases was in New York City in March 2020. The virus was quickly
identified, isolated and eradicated."

It said concerned pet owners should contact their vets about the use of a vaccine that
has been approved by the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA.)
The FDACS has also approved the use of vaccine against RHDV-2. "FDACS is
approving the use of the USDA experimentally approved Medgene vaccine which
targets the U.S. strain of RHDV-2," it said in a statement released January 7.
"In addition, importation approval of the European RHDV vaccines by licensed,
accredited veterinarians began in July. Rabbit producers should contact their
veterinarian regarding vaccinating their rabbits for RHDV-2."
FDACS said the virus has been confirmed in 17 states. Along with Florida, these
include Arizona, California, Colorado, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Mississippi,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah,
Wyoming.
Vets in Florida have started vaccinating animals against the disease. Susan Kelleher
of the Avian and Exotic Animal Hospital in Deerfield Beach, Florida, told WPTV
news on January 18 she had held a vaccine clinic for Floridians to get their rabbits
inoculated against the disease.
"They die suddenly from a high fever and bleeding from the nose and mouth," she told
the station.
"We were able to get special permitting for the vaccine. The fact that it has gone all
the way across the United States in two years demonstrates how contagious that is."
Advice published by the USDA in 2020 said the disease can spread rapidly and was
highly resistant to extreme temperatures: "It can be spread through direct contact or
exposure to an infected rabbit's excretions or blood.
The virus can also survive and spread from carcasses, food, water, and any
contaminated materials. People can spread the virus indirectly by carrying it on their
clothing and shoes."

Iran reveals key details of Yemen Houthi attack on UAE - analysis
SETH J. FRANTZMAN - The Jerusalem Post
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A recent drone and missile attack on Abu Dhabi has raised concerns across the
Middle East about the increasing threat of Iranian drone technology. The
Iranian-backed Houthi rebels in Yemen are alleged to be responsible for the attack,
but key details remain missing from many accounts about how it was carried out.
A long article at Iran’s Tasnim News, which is close to the Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps, has laid out a blow-by-blow account of the attack; its background is
likely the fullest explanation yet as to what was behind it and Iran’s next steps.
Iran backs the Houthis and reportedly had a high level IRGC officer in Yemen last
year, who was undercover as a diplomat. That ambassador died of Covid, but it
illustrates the close alliance between Iran and the Houthis, and the high stakes that
Tehran has placed in Yemen.
Iran has used the Houthis to attack Saudi Arabia and last year positioned Shahed 136
drones in Yemen. The drones have a range that can reach Israel. The distance from
Yemen to the UAE is around 1,300 km. from where the rockets or drones might have
been launched; the distance to Israel is around 2,000 km. Iran coordinates closely
with the Houthis.
Let’s look at the Tasnim news piece that reveals the details about the attack as if it
were a file laying out a case for why and how the attack happened.
It is important to keep in mind that in September 2019, the Iranians used drones and
cruise missiles in a similar attack targeting Saudi Arabia’s Abqaiq facility, which was
initially blamed on the Houthis as well.
It is also important to look at how the Iranian account reveals the regime's decision
to use Yemen to threaten Saudi Arabia, Israel and US forces in the region.

The US has a base at Al Dhafra which is less than ten kilometers from the Abu Dhabi
National Oil Company (ADNOC) fuel facilities that were targeted by the drones and
missiles. The facilities are next to the Al-Musaffah neighborhood.
According to pro-Iran media, another fire broke out at Abu Dhabi International
Airport, “though damage in that attack was not documented by media outlets,”
Hezbollah’s Al-Manar has said. Emirati police described the assault as a “suspected
drone attack” at the time. Three people were killed in the attacks and six wounded.
Hezbollah’s media noted the presence of US and French forces at the nearby air base
which is part of Central Command.

The Jerusalem Post Iran's President Ebrahim Raisi meets with UAE's top national
security adviser Sheikh Tahnoon bin Zayed Al Nahyan in Tehran, Iran, December 6,
2021.
THE TANSIM report says that “the role of the United Arab Emirates as Saudi
Arabia's main ally in the war in Yemen – in the destruction of the country and the
killing of innocent civilians – is not hidden from anyone.
” This is reason number one, in Iran’s view, that the attack was justified. “It is quite
clear that in every Saudi crime against humanity in Yemen, there are traces of the
UAE. For the past three years, however, Abu Dhabi has tried to deceitfully distance
itself from the consequences of this devastating war.”
Saudi Arabia intervened in Yemen in 2015 to stop the Houthis from taking Aden.
Riyadh was leading a coalition of Arab countries. It’s not the first time Saudi fought
in the West Asian country. In the 1960s Riyadh and Cairo backed different sides in a
conflict in Yemen; now they were on the same side.
While the UAE, which has positioned itself in recent years as an important player in
the region, played a role in the Yemen conflict, over the last two years, Abu Dhabi’s
policies have diverged from the Saudi’s role.
The kingdom has backed forces of the Southern Transitional Council. In recent weeks,
forces backed by the UAE made some impressive gains. The Houthis threatened to

escalate, seized a UAE ship off the coast and ran cartoons showing Yemen targeting
Dubai.
Iran’s media claims that the UAE put in place a “deception in retreat from Yemen.”
This means that the Emirates had appeared to be leaving Yemen, diverging from
Saudi war efforts.
The Biden administration has been critical of Riyadh’s role and had taken away a
Trump-era designation of the Houthis as terrorists in February 2020.
US Special Envoy for Yemen Tim Lenderking was sent to sort out the conflict. Saudi
Arabia seemed like it wasn’t getting enough defensive munitions to stop Yemen drone
and missile attacks. Lenderking was in Saudi Arabia in November 2021.
The Houthis sensed victory last year, laying siege to Marib. If Riyadh-backed forces
lost Marib the Saudis would be humiliated.
“THE UAE, which has been claiming a withdrawal from the Yemeni war since
mid-2019, has continued its plans to occupy the country, as evidenced by its
escalating greed in southern Yemen," Iran’s Tasnim says.
"In addition, the UAE is opening the Zionists to the Yemeni islands and trying to
change the demographics of the southern regions of Yemen,”
This is part of an Iranian regime claim going back two years that alleges Israel has a
role on the Island of Socotra or other islands. The Associated Press claimed last May
that a new air base on Mayun island had been built. Many alleged the UAE was
linked to it.
Iran believes the war shifted last year in favor of the Houthis, which it calls the
“Yemen army” and “Ansar Al-Islam.” Tehran says that, “since 2019, when the peak
of Yemeni drone and missile attacks deep into Saudi Arabia began, the UAE is deeply
concerned about repeating this scenario for itself.”
The “scenario” here is the Abqaiq attack and other attacks on Saudi Arabia. Iran put
the Houthi drone program on steroids since 2017. The Houthis upped their attacks on
the kingdom. I
n fact, in 2019, Iran also operationalized Kataib Hezbollah in Iraq to strike at Saudi
Arabia using drones. The drones would then be described as coming from Yemen.
“In addition to Saudi Arabia's airports, bases and other internal positions, the
Aramco oil facility is one of the most critical Saudi positions, which has never been
safe from Yemeni missile and drone strikes.”
In reality, it was Iran targeting the Aramco facilities, enabling the Houthis and
other Iranian-backed groups to carry out attacks.
Now Iran claims the UAE is trying to “stay safe” from Houthi missiles. The Emirates
has been concerned since 2018, when the Houthis first targeted them. They had

already attacked Shaybah in August 2019 and threatened the UAE in September
2019.
Iran’s calculation here is clear. “The UAE, which earns most of its income through
tourism and huge foreign investments and its magnificent towers, is well aware that
any wrong move in Yemen will have unbearable consequences. In fact, these
economic facilities and investments in the UAE are the Achilles heel of the country in
the war in Yemen,” Tasnim said.
IRAN CONCLUDES that the UAE wants to continue its role in Yemen but that it is
“deeply concerned about the Sanaa government's move to target the depths of the
UAE.”
The report says that the Emirates was concerned to publicly “participate in the Saudi
coalition's aggression against Yemen, and has shifted its focus to the southern ports of
the country.
On this basis, it can be said that there has been an unwritten and unofficial ceasefire
between Abu Dhabi and Sanaa during these years; provided, of course, that the
Emirati side does not take any aggressive action against the Yemenis.”
This is the key point. The Houthis have decided that the success of UAE-backed forces
in recent weeks was a violation and they believe that with one blow, they can get the
Emirates to withdraw or stop its actions.
“The UAE's suspicious movements in the Yemeni war have increased, and as a result,
the [Houthis]…. have re-targeted the UAE.”
The Houthis call these “deterrent” operations and they likely get direct guidance
from Iran. They targeted Aramco in 2021 in Saudi Arabia and they purposely targeted
“sensitive” areas in the kingdom, Iran says.
Now the Houthis have said they will increase the possibility of striking at the UAE.
The Iranian media calls this operation the eighth type of “deterrence” and claim that
it is designed to show that “the UAE would not be immune to Ansar al-Islam strategic
attacks.” The report warns the Emirates against supporting any further offensives in
Yemen.
The report also notes that the Houthis seized a UAE ship off the coast. They accuse
the ship of “carrying military equipment in the Red Sea, signaling the beginning of a
new phase in the Yemeni war in the New Year.” T
he Iran-backed terrorists in Yemen place great importance on transferring the ship to
Yemen after a raid. “By carrying out this operation, the Houthis, who had inflicted
heavy casualties on the Saudi coalition in air and ground attacks in recent years, this
time demonstrated their capability to take the enemy by sea.”
NOW COMES the justification for the “Storm of Yemen” attack on the UAE. The
report claims that the attack “targeted Dubai and Abu Dhabi airports, the Abu Dhabi

oil refinery in Al-Masfa (Musaffah), and a number of other important and sensitive
UAE positions and facilities.
The operation was carried out successfully with five ballistic and cruise missiles and
a large number of UAVs.” This is a key detail. The Houthis say “we warn foreign
companies, citizens and citizens residing in the UAE to stay away from sensitive sites
and facilities in order to save their lives. We declare that the UAE will be an insecure
country if the attacks on Yemen continue.”
This is a “strategic message,” according to Iran. It shows they can strike deep inside
the UAE, right under the noses of US forces in Dhafra. The Iranian media claims
several successes in this recent attack.
First they claim that the UAE miscalculated and did not believe that the Houthis
“would not be able to carry out these threats. But yesterday's attack showed that the
Yemeni army and popular committees know no borders in carrying out their threats to
defend their country and [that they] have become a great power.”
The Iranians then claim that the “UAE has always made its security dependent on US
support and, more recently, the Zionist regime. Even one of Abu Dhabi's biggest
motivations for compromising with the occupiers [Israel] was to receive more
military support than Washington [was providing], but Ansar al-Islam's recent
operation showed that even the United States could not protect the security of the
UAE.”
Iran says the operation is the start of a new “dangerous phase for the UAE in
the Yemeni war; Emirati people must constantly be concerned about protecting their
vital facilities.”
The Islamic Republic is showing that it can destabilize the UAE if it wants. This is a
kind of blackmail and leverage. Iran has done this before in attacks on ships off
the Emirati coast in May 2019. The Islamic Republic also used a drone to attack a
ship in the Gulf of Oman in July 2021, killing two people.
TEHRAN SAYS that the recent attack “poses a major threat to the economy and trade
infrastructure, as well as foreign investment in the UAE. As mentioned, most of the
UAE's income comes from tourism and foreign investment. But this operation could
reduce the tourism and investment situation in different parts of the UAE, especially
Dubai, which is the economic hub of the UAE.”
The report also says that the Houthis attacked the Emirates to reduce its operations in
Yemen during their offensive on Marib. What this means is that the Houthis need their
forces to take the capital of Yemen's Marib Governorate and don’t want to be
concerned about UAE-backed offensives on other fronts. This is designed to be a
knock-out blow.
Iran’s media says that the Houthis analyzed UAE targets and concluded that
“Al-Masfa Industrial Park in Abu Dhabi, which was targeted, is the most important
industrial area in the UAE.

The oldest port of the UAE is located in the same town, where large companies and
factories of construction and heavy industry, factories and companies of light and
semi-heavy industries, large international technical and industrial engineering
companies (usually American and European), and companies and industries of
‘Hi-Tech’ are located.” This was designed to be a kind of Pearl Harbor moment.
The UAE has invested heavily in these areas, the report says, “especially in the
artificial intelligence [sector] in which the UAE has invested extensively and recently
the Zionists are also very active.
Another part of the region is home to large automotive companies such as Audi,
Mercedes-Benz, Bentley, Porsche, Volkswagen and Beam WWW, which also hosts
tens of thousands of luxury cars.”
IRAN'S REPORT concludes that the targeting of the Iranian ship by the Houthis
marked a new phase of the war. Now they will strike increasingly at the UAE unless
they get what they want, which is for the operations to stop on the Shabwa front,
where the UAE is backing Yemen forces.
“The UAE has recently transferred large numbers of terrorists to Shabwa and Ma'rib
provinces, in addition to increasing military activity in southern Yemen and the
occupied island of Socotra,” the report claims.
Iranian media claims that the Emirates backs “terrorists” or “mercenaries” in
Yemen, whereas the UAE and Saudi Arabia say they back the government of the
country and it is the Houthis who are terrorists.
The point is that the Iranian advice for the Houthis is to use the attack on the UAE to
stop the battle of Shabwa so they can take Marib. It is a strategic attack for a tactical
goal.
The Houthis assert that “if Abu Dhabi makes a mistake” it would be targeted,
according to the report. The claim that Dubai Airport was targeted is interesting
because it shows how large the planned attack was. The Iran-backed Houthis allege
that follow-up attacks will be worse if the UAE doesn’t do what they want.
“Based on this, it can be said that the Yemeni war has entered a new phase in 2022,
and if the Yemeni conditions for the end of the war are not met, all the member
countries of the aggressor coalition will have to wait for a new surprise from
Ansarullah every day,” the report claims.
This is the key point for Iran. It wants to remake the region and show that any country
can be targeted with Iranian-backed weapons or Iranian proxies in Lebanon, Gaza,
Yemen, Iraq and Syria. The attack on Abu Dhabi was a message to the region and the
US, as well as the UAE.

Why Germany refuses weapons deliveries to Ukraine
William Noah Glucroft - Deutsche Welle

Germany has declined to join allies like the US and UK in shipping weapons to
Ukraine. The country faces an unpredictable Russian troop buildup on its borders —
and there is precedent for armed aggression.
It hasn't taken long to put the new German government's talk of a bolder and more
values-based foreign policy to the test. Just six weeks in power, it finds itself
confronted by Russia's military moves against Ukraine, which fears another attack
from its bigger and more powerful neighbor.
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insists German weapons exports to Ukraine are not a good idea right now.
Germany and its allies are struggling to agree on a response to Russia's unclear
intentions. German policymakers, including within the three-party coalition
government, are also debating among themselves.
On Tuesday, Chancellor Olaf Scholz (SPD) said Russia would pay a "high price" in
the event of an invasion of Ukraine.
On Wednesday, Scholz reiterated that silence on the issue of Ukraine was not an
option. His foreign minister, the Greens' Annalena Baerbock, has made similar
expressions of solidarity with Ukraine but rejected its latest request for weapons
deliveries.
"We are prepared to have a serious dialogue with Russia to defuse the highly
dangerous situation right now because diplomacy is the only viable way," Baerbock
told reporters on Monday during a visit to Kyiv, the Ukrainian capital.
Symbolic or strategic
Both the United States and the United Kingdom have announced weapons deliveries,
mostly handguns, ammunition, and anti-tank weapons. A group of US senators
visiting Ukraine earlier this week promised more weapons would be on the way.

German government officials have expressed concern that such deliveries could push
tensions higher and make negotiations more difficult.
In their coalition agreement, the center-left Social Democrats (SPD), the Greens, and
the pro-free market Free Democrats (FDP) agreed on a restrictive arms export policy
that does not allow any arms deliveries to crisis regions.
Baerbock said her government's decision on weapons has a historical dimension -- a
reference to Germany's invasion of the Soviet Union during the Second World War.
"The idea that Germany delivers weapons that could then be used to kill Russians is
very difficult to stomach for many Germans," Marcel Dirsus, a non-resident fellow at
the Institute for Security Policy at Kiel University (ISPK), told DW.
Germany remains one of the world's top arms producers and exporters, with sales
increasing 21% between 2016 and 2020, according to the Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute. Its largest customers were South Korea, Algeria, and Egypt.
Ukraine is also a buyer. In 2020 and through the first half of 2021, Germany
approved 97 exports totaling 5.2 million euros ($5.8 million), according to
government reporting. These were mostly sidearms, diving equipment, and
communications devices.
Ukrainian officials want to go bigger, most recently asking for warships and air
defense systems. While Germany often cites its own belligerent history as grounds for
sidestepping the military question, Ukraine is leaning into it.
"This responsibility should apply to the Ukrainian people, who lost at least eight
million lives during the Nazi occupation of Ukraine," Ukraine's ambassador to
Germany, Andrij Melnyk, told the DPA news agency.
While weapons would be a strong show of support, ISPK fellow Dirsus doubts they
would change Ukraine's prospects against a bigger and better-equipped foe.
"The Russian government would be more impressed by the threat of heavy economic
consequences than 2,000 anti-tank weapons," he said.
Defensive weapons
Talk of weapons and military intervention can be politically dangerous in Germany.
The Greens' Robert Habeck found that out last year when he supported sending
"defensive" weapons to Ukraine.
The current vice-chancellor and economics minister was widely criticized at the time
and later claimed he meant demining equipment.
What makes a weapon "defensive" can be in the eye of the beholder, and at least some
members of the governing parties have begun to express interest in defining what that
is.

Marie-Agnes Strack-Zimmermann, a liberal Free Democrat who chairs the defense
committee and has opposed weapons deliveries to Ukraine, told the Bild tabloid that
the position should be "reconsidered."
Critics argue that in wars and armed conflicts, weapons developed for defensive
purposes (anti-tank/anti-aircraft, etc.) have also been used offensively. What seems to
be decisive here is not the original design idea for a weapon, but the will of the user
for the respective application.
Germany's previous government, led by the Christian Democrats, made a vague
commitment to the United States to punish Russia for any aggression. Now in
opposition, some CDU members are criticizing the new government for "hiding
behind" its restrictive arms control policy.
"We cannot reject Ukraine's request for defensive weapons that could fend off a
possible Russian attack," Henning Otte, who sits on the Bundestag's defense
committee, told Bild.
Norbert Röttgen, the CDU's parliamentary foreign policy spokesman, told CNN's
Christiane Amanpour on Monday that "nothing must be taken off the table," but
acknowledged that military force was not standing behind diplomatic efforts.
"We will not fight militarily, but short of military tools, we will be ready to apply any
tool we are able to have control of," he said.
Gas deliveries as a weapon?
When it came to power, the SPD-led government made big promises to boost the
country's role on the world stage, especially in defense and security matters.
With a particular nudge from the Greens side of the coalition, the new government
has pledged to take human rights and democratic values more into account when
setting relations with countries like China and Russia, which have been long viewed
through a largely economic lens.
Most recently, Scholz appeared to indicate that Russian aggression would also have
consequences for the already-completed Nord Stream 2 pipeline, which is ready to
pump more Russian gas to Germany once the German regulatory body gives the
go-ahead.
"Everything is up for discussion if it comes to a military intervention against
Ukraine," Scholz told reporters on Tuesday.
So far the SPD has largely upheld the previous government's position that the
pipeline is a commercial project that needs to be protected from political turmoil.
However, the Greens and liberal Free Democrats have long opposed the project.
Edited by Rina Goldenberg
While you're here: Every Tuesday, DW editors round up what is happening in
German politics and society. You can sign up here for the weekly email newsletter

Berlin Briefing, to stay on top of developments as Germany enters the post-Merkel
era.

U.S. rushes weapons into Ukraine as Biden predicts a Russian invasion
Christina Ruffini - CBS News
It was chilly in Geneva on Thursday morning, and there was no reason to think the
talks between the top diplomats from the U.S. and Russia the following day would be
any warmer. Tension between the two global powers continues to rise, with President
Biden saying on Wednesday that it was his "guess" Russian President Vladimir Putin
would use the roughly 100,000 forces he has massed along the border to "move in" to
Ukraine.
"He has to do something," Mr. Biden said during a White House news conference,
warning that if Putin did decide to invade his neighbor, Russia would suffer
"consequential" loss of life.
The president didn't elaborate on the level of military assistance the U.S. might offer
Ukraine in the face of an invasion, but it came as his administration worked with
NATO allies to bolster Ukraine's forces — and quickly.
U.S. weapons, Russian war games
U.S. officials confirmed to CBS News that the Biden administration had given
permission to several NATO allies to send emergency shipments of U.S.-made
weapons — including anti-tank missiles — to Ukraine to reinforce the country's
defenses.
State Department sources said allies including Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and the U.K.
were cleared to make "Third Party Transfers" of U.S.-made and supplied equipment
to Ukraine, which one official described as part of a race "to get as much gear to the
Ukrainians as quickly as possible."
Russia, meanwhile, was moving military hardware and troops into Belarus — a close
Russian ally that borders not only Ukraine, but also Lithuania, Latvia and Poland —
for military exercises set to take place in February.
American officials have voiced concern that Russia could use its troop presence in
Belarus as another route to stage an overt invasion of Ukraine, or a
so-called "false-flag" operation to create a "pretext for invasion."

CBS News Russia continues to amass forces at Ukraine b... 09:20
Russia's defense ministry also announced on Thursday that it would conduct naval
exercises "in all areas of responsibility of its fleets," including the Mediterranean, the
northern Arctic seas, the northeastern Atlantic and in the Pacific Ocean. The drills, to
take place in January and February, will involve more than 140 ships, 60 aircraft and
about 10,000 forces, the ministry said.
The ministry said the drills would cover regions of seas and oceans adjacent to
Russian territory, as well as what the Russian military called "operationally
important areas" of other bodies of water.
U.S. and allies on the "same page"?
Secretary of State Antony Blinken was in Germany on Thursday, where he met with
allies who, by President Biden's own admission, are not all on the "same page" about
the level of sanctions to impose on Russia should Putin choose to invade his neighbor
again. Russian forces last openly invaded Ukraine in 2014, when Putin unilaterally
annexed the Crimean Peninsula.
American officials have played down divisions within NATO over how much pressure
to exert on Russia. The U.S. and Britain, for instance, have extended direct military
aid to Ukraine, while Germany has declined to do so.
There was scant immediate reaction from EU capitals to President Biden's tough
rhetoric on Thursday, but French President Emmanuel Macron said Europe should
have its own negotiations with Russia and not rely on the U.S. to speak for it.
Asked about the divisions among allies, a senior State Department official insisted to
CBS News on Thursday that there was "universal agreement on the steep costs"
Russia must be forced to pay if it does invade, and the U.S. and its allies were "in the
process of finalizing the mechanics" on how to ensure that could be done.

CBS News British Minister of State for Middle East, North Africa and North America
James Cleverly, left, French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian, German Foreign
Minister Annalena Baerbock, and U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken move to
their seats for a meeting after a photograph at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Berlin, Germany, January 20, 2022. / Credit: Kay Nietfeld/AP
Blinken, asked on Thursday to clarify Mr. Biden's remarks from the previous day,
when he indicated that any U.S. response to a Russian invasion may be adjusted
depending on the scale of Russia's actions, said the administration had been "very
clear throughout: If any Russian military forces move across the Ukrainian border
and commit new acts of aggression against Ukraine, that will be met with a swift,
severe response from the United States and our allies and partners."
After Blinken's meetings on Thursday with French, German and British officials in
Berlin, the State Department said the diplomats had discussed "joint efforts to deter
further Russian aggression against Ukraine, including Allies' and partners' readiness
to impose massive consequences and severe economic costs on Russia for such
actions."
Reading Russian minds
The biggest outstanding question, from the perspective of U.S. officials and their
allies, had not changed as Blinken prepared for his Friday meeting with Russian
Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov: What does Putin really want?

CBS News White House warning on Russia and Ukraine 01:38
Kremlin officials have insisted that Russia has no plans or intentions to invade
Ukraine, and Putin and his top aides insist it is the U.S. and NATO fueling animosity
by threatening sanctions and moving military hardware and personnel close to
Russia's western borders.
But Moscow also issues continual warnings of military action if Putin's demands are
not met — chiefly his insistence that NATO reject Ukraine's bid for membership.
The Biden administration has called that demand a non-starter, but both sides have
shown a willingness to at least keep talking, most notably with the Friday meeting
between Blinken and Lavrov on the neutral ground in Geneva.
Despite President Biden's "guess" on Wednesday, American officials say they still
don't know for certain if Putin has decided to launch an invasion of Ukraine, on any
scale, or whether the brinkmanship is merely intended to extract concessions from the
U.S. and NATO as Moscow seeks what it calls "security guarantees."

CBS News A Ukrainian soldier is seen along the front line as Ukraine's forces battle
Russian-backed separatists, near the town of Zolote-4, in eastern Ukraine, January 19,
2022. / Credit: Wolfgang Schwan/Anadolu Agency/Getty

Mr. Biden said on Wednesday that he didn't believe Putin wanted a "full-blown war,"
but that he expected the Russian leader to test the U.S. and NATO's resolve as much
as possible.
State Department officials have said they still don't know what Putin is thinking, but
they're planning for all eventualities. A large part of Blinken's mission when he meets
Lavrov on Friday will no doubt be to assess, to the extent possible, Moscow's
intentions.

British police arrest 2 men in probe of hostage-taking incident at Texas synagogue
ABC News
Two men were arrested in England on Thursday morning as part of an ongoing
investigation into a hostage-taking incident at a synagogue in the United States,
British authorities said.
Counter-terrorism officers detained one of the men in Birmingham and the other in
Manchester, about 85 miles north of Birmingham. The pair "remain in custody for
questioning," according to a statement from the Greater Manchester Police.
Assistant Chief Constable Dominic Scally of the Greater Manchester Police has said
that counter-terrorism officers are assisting their U.S. counterparts in the probe of
Saturday's hourslong standoff between American authorities and a hostage-taker at
the Congregation Beth Israel in Colleyville, Texas, about 27 miles northwest of
Dallas.
An armed man claiming to have planted bombs in the synagogue interrupted Shabbat
services on Saturday just before 11 a.m. local time, taking a rabbi and three other
people hostage, according to Colleyville Police Chief Michael Miller.

Brandon Bell/Getty Images A law enforcement vehicle sits near the Congregation
Beth Israel synagogue in Colleyville, Texas, on Jan. 16, 2022, where a gunman held
four people hostage for more than 10 hours.
One hostage was released uninjured at around 5 p.m. CT on Saturday, Miller told a
press conference later that night. An elite hostage rescue team from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation then breached the synagogue at about 9 p.m. CT, after
hearing the hostage-taker say he had guns and bombs and was "not afraid to pull the
strings," according to a joint intelligence bulletin issued Wednesday and obtained by
ABC News.
"As a tactical team approached to make entry to the synagogue, the
hostages escaped and were secured by tactical elements," the bulletin said.
"The assault team quickly breached the facility at a separate point of entry, and the
subject was killed."
No hostages were injured during the incident, according to Miller.
The slain suspect, identified by the FBI as 44-year-old British citizen Malik Faisal
Akram, was from the Blackburn area of England's Lancashire county, about 20 miles
northwest of Manchester, according to Scally.

Phil Noble/Reuters A person walks across a street lined with terraced housing in
Blackburn, Lancashire county, northwestern England, on Jan. 17, 2022.
A motive for the siege is under investigation. The FBI said in a statement Sunday that
the incident "is a terrorism-related matter, in which the Jewish community was
targeted, and is being investigated by the Joint Terrorism Task Force"
During the negotiations with authorities, Akram "spoke repeatedly about a convicted
terrorist who is serving an 86-year prison sentence in the United States on terrorism
charges," according to the FBI.

Multiple law enforcement sources told ABC News that the hostage-taker was
demanding the release of Aafia Siddiqui, who is incarcerated at Carswell Air Force
Base near Fort Worth, about 16 miles southwest of Colleyville. Siddiqui, who has
alleged ties to al-Qaida, was sentenced to 86 years in prison after being convicted of
assault as well as attempted murder of an American soldier in 2010.
Two teenagers were arrested in southern Manchester on Sunday evening in
connection with the synagogue attack. They were questioned and later released
without being charged, Greater Manchester Police said in a statement Tuesday.
Multiple law enforcement sources told ABC News that the teens are Akram's children.

Obtained by ABC News Malik Faisal Akram
Akram has ancestral ties to Jandeela, a village in Pakistan’s Punjab province, the
local police chief told ABC News. He visited Pakistan in 2020 and stayed for five
months, the police chief said, a duration that may have been necessitated by
COVID-19 restrictions.
Akram has been separated from his wife for two years and has five children,
according to the police chief.
Law enforcement sources told ABC News that British authorities investigated Akram
about a year ago and concluded he posed no threat that would have prohibited his
travel from the United Kingdom to the U.S.
After arriving in the U.S. last month via a flight from London to New York City,
Akram stayed at homeless shelters at various points and may have portrayed himself
as experiencing homelessness in order to gain access to the Texas synagogue during
Shabbat services, multiple law enforcement sources told ABC News.
U. S. President Joe Biden, who called the hostage-taking incident "an act of terror,"
told reporters Sunday that investigators suspect Akram purchased a gun on the street.
While Akram is alleged to have claimed he had bombs, investigators have found no
evidence that he was in possession of explosives, according to Biden.

How the Biden Administration Lost Its Way
Molly Ball - Time
Last October, President Biden went to Capitol Hill to meet with the Democrats in the
House of Representatives. Party members had been feuding over his proposed
legislation, and leaders believed only the President could rally them together.
Instead Biden stunned the caucus by sending them back to the drawing board. As he
was leaving, a member approached him and pleaded, “Mr. President, we need a plan.”
Biden didn’t answer, according to a source familiar with the exchange.
Three months later, the fate of Biden’s social-spending and climate package is more
uncertain than ever.
The pandemic he promised to bring to heel rages out of control.
Inflation is at a four-decade high, canceling out rising wages.
The border is a mess.
Violent crime continues to climb.
His approval rating has sunk to the low 40s.
In the eyes of many Americans, “it’s just been one disappointment after another,”
says Iowa-based nonpartisan pollster J. Ann Selzer.
“Joe Biden was supposed to be the expert at dealing with all of these issues. What is it
that he’s done right? Other than getting infrastructure passed, what has he done
that’s come off really well?”
One year in, there’s a growing sense that the Biden presidency has lost its way. An
Administration that pledged to restore competence and normalcy seems over-matched
and reactive. Biden has been caught flat-footed by not one but two COVID-19
variants.
He has repeatedly failed to close the deal with the Senate he boasted of mastering.
The former chair of the foreign relations committee has presided over escalating
tensions with Russia and China as well as a chaotic pullout from Afghanistan.
The consequences to America’s credibility abroad could be lasting, says Ryan
Crocker, former U.S. ambassador in Kabul.
“What could be more damaging to internationalism in this country than an
internationalist who is perceived as having just completely screwed the pooch?”
Defenders argue that Biden is managing as well as anyone could. Taking office in the
shadow of Donald Trump and the Jan. 6 insurrection, he faces a country riven by
pre-existing divisions and an opposition that views him as illegitimate.
Biden racked up early successes rolling out vaccines and relief funds, they note, and
hasn’t gotten sufficient credit for his bipartisan infrastructure bill.

“For all this progress, I know there’s a lot of frustration and fatigue in this country,”
Biden said of the pandemic at a Jan. 19 press conference, the second he has
conducted on U.S. soil since being inaugurated. “We’ve been doing everything we
can.”
Yet in a period of historic crisis, the President has been a shrinking figure, giving
fewer interviews or press conferences than his predecessors. Voters widely question
his capabilities. Privately, top Democrats acknowledge the public is losing faith in his
leadership. “What people don’t see is an overarching plan,” a senior Administration
official tells TIME.
One major party donor predicts a midterm wipeout. “When they f-cked
up Afghanistan, they obliterated the competency thesis, and I don’t know how he
comes back from that.”
If you want a friend in Washington, get a dog, the old saying goes, but Biden can’t
even get that right: Major, a rescued German shepherd featured in Biden’s campaign
ads, was re-homed last month after injuring the President and biting two staffers.

Illustration by Tim O'Brien for TIME
If Biden had one job coming in, it was to get the pandemic under control. He
campaigned on a plan to tackle the virus with sound science and serious policy rather

than Trump’s denial and quackery. Upon taking office, he installed an experienced
team and got vaccines out to millions of Americans in a matter of months.
But the pandemic response is now in a rough place. Omicron, while milder than
previous variants, has sent cases surging. Hospitals are flooded, and businesses and
schools struggle to remain open.
In other countries, rapid tests have long been available free or cheap, but here they
remain scarce and pricey. Data collection is a patchwork, leaving policymakers
reliant on foreign sources for information.
Top scientists voice frustration. “The Administration has done really well on
vaccines,” says Dr. Céline Gounder, an epidemiologist at New York University who
advised Biden’s transition, “but the other interventions were more of an
afterthought.”
Outside advisers presented a national testing proposal in early 2021, for example,
and others regularly urged purchasing millions of rapid tests. But the White House
remained fixated on the vaccination push.
In May, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) announced that
vaccinated people could stop wearing masks.
In July, the President declared the U.S. had “gained the upper hand against this
virus.”
Within weeks, the declaration of victory looked silly, as vaccinations plateaued and
the Delta variant tore through the country. The Administration scrambled to change
course, and “those challenges diverted attention from other, more long-range plans,”
says Dr. Ezekiel Emanuel, another transition adviser, who recently helmed a public
critique of the Administration’s COVID-19 response by a group of prominent
scientists.
The Administration vowed to let scientists lead the way, but the result has been a
confounding lack of coordination. The heads of the CDC, National Institutes of
Health, Food and Drug Administration and the President’s COVID-19 task
force have made conflicting statements on everything from boosters to quarantines,
leaving the public befuddled and anxious.
“I would argue that the American people have less trust in federal health officials
now than a year ago,” says Dr. Leana Wen, a public health professor at George
Washington University. In a CBS News poll released Jan. 16, two-thirds of Americans
said the U.S. COVID-19 response was going badly.
Since the start of the pandemic, experts have emphasized high-quality masks, yet it
took until Jan. 19 for the White House to announce it would begin providing them free
to the public.

On Jan. 18, the Administration unveiled a website that allows each household to
order four free rapid tests. But they won’t ship until late January, after the Omicron
wave has crested in many places.
“It’s good that the Administration has finally responded to the loud voices of
frustration,” Dr. Eric Topol, director and founder of the Scripps Research
Translational Institute, wrote in December, “but it’s an exemplar of too little, too
late.”
Allies are perplexed that an experienced team has failed to prepare for foreseeable
obstacles.
White House COVID coordinator Jeffrey Zients is a former executive renowned for
turning around troubled organizations.
Biden’s chief of staff, Ron Klain, managed the Obama Administration’s successful
response to the Ebola virus.
And Dr. Anthony Fauci, Biden’s chief medical adviser, led the fight against HIV and
AIDS.
“Fauci knows the science, Zients knows management, and Klain knows pandemics,”
says an operative close to the Administration.
“You’d think if something was doable, they could do it. That’s the most vexing thing.”
Biden’s abilities to navigate Congress and bridge his party’s factions were major
selling points of his campaign. The early returns were positive. In March, he signed
the American Rescue Plan, a $1.9 trillion sequel to the multitrillion-dollar Trump-era
COVID-19 relief bills that have together made America’s pandemic response one of
the most generous in the world.
Passed on a party-line vote, the legislation extended unemployment benefits; sent
$1,400 checks to individuals; expanded food stamps, paid leave and tax credits for
families; and provided billions in funding for local governments and health care.
Biden also campaigned on a pledge to bring back bipartisanship, and that, too,
seemed promising: in November, he signed a trillion-dollar infrastructure bill that got
19 Republican votes in the Senate, including that of GOP leader Mitch McConnell.
That legislation was supposed to be one major component of Biden’s ambitious
domestic agenda.
The other cornerstone would be Build Back Better, a mammoth social-spending bill
originally priced at $3.5 trillion, with provisions addressing climate change,
expanding Medicaid, providing childcare support and raising taxes on the rich.
But two moderate Democrats, Joe Manchin of West Virginia and Kyrsten Sinema of
Arizona, have stood in the way of the 50 Senate votes needed to pass it, and they have
proved immune to Biden’s powers of persuasion.
A source close to Manchin says the White House bungled the negotiations in
December by failing to keep its commitments, leading him to announce his opposition.

“They violated the deal he thought they had,” the source says.
Progressive Democrats who voted for infrastructure with the assurance that social
spending would follow feel equally burned. Infighting has spilled into public view.
“Our progress has ground to a halt because of the sabotaging of our agenda by
Senator Manchin and Senator Sinema,” Senator Bernie Sanders tells TIME.
The components of Build Back Better are consistently popular, but Republicans have
paid no price for opposing it because the Democratic holdouts stand in the way,
Sanders says.
[pullquote]“In my view, we need a major course correction right now.” —Bernie
Sanders, U.S. Senator[/pullquote]
Only Biden can bring the factions together. “The President understands that he is the
only one that’s going to make this happen,” Representative Pramila Jayapal, who
chairs the Congressional Progressive Caucus, tells TIME.
“Because it was to him directly that Senator Manchin committed, and it was from him
directly, to us and to the country, that he committed that he could get it done.”
Under pressure from civil rights activists and amid concern about Republican efforts
to subvert elections, Biden decided to go to the mat on voting rights.
In a fiery speech in advance of Martin Luther King Jr. Day, he dropped his longtime
resistance to altering the Senate’s 60-vote filibuster threshold.
But far from being pleased, leading Black organizations boycotted the speech. The
Senate then planned a series of votes on the issue beginning Jan. 19, which were
widely expected to fall short. The only result was likely to be a showcase of the
President’s failure on an issue dear to his base.
Liberals and Black voters are naturally demoralized, says Maurice Mitchell, national
director of the progressive Working Families Party. Biden “came in with a lot of
fanfare about being this creature of the Senate who could play a unique role in
cutting deals,” he says.
“There are really big pieces of the President’s agenda that are still not settled, and it
is really incumbent on him to seal the deal.”
Defenders say it’s unrealistic to expect too much with razor-thin congressional
majorities, and complain that Biden hasn’t gotten enough credit for the things he’s
accomplished.
It may be premature to declare defeat on Build Back Better. “I think the jury’s still
out on whether that effort is going to be successful,” says Democratic Senator Mark
Warner.

But Democrats fear that a harsh political backlash looms. The President’s approval
rating, historically an indicator of how his party will perform in November, is the
worst at this stage of any modern presidency besides Trump’s.
Only a quarter of Americans in the recent CBS poll thought things were going well,
and majorities said Democrats were not focused enough on the economy and
inflation.
Republicans hold a slight lead in the generic congressional ballot for the first time in
years; Gallup found a 14-point swing in party identification toward the GOP over the
course of 2021.
A raft of congressional Democrats have recently announced their retirements, fearful
a wave is coming. “A lot of people have been very blunt with them about what a
terrible job they’re doing,” a congressional Democrat says of the White House. “But
they’re very sensitive.”
White House insiders describe a tight inner circle of longtime advisers to whom the
President is loyal to a fault. “These are basically people who have been going to
summer camp together since they were 5,” says the head of a prominent liberal
organization.
“The upside is that there’s not the same internal knifing you got in prior
administrations, but it also means lots of blind spots.”
A source who has known Biden for decades says, “It’s a team of competent, long-term
staffers, and they’re behaving like that. It’s not a team of rivals with contending
opinions.”
Voters hoped Biden would provide a sense of calm and steady leadership. But the
reason he hasn’t been more visibly in charge is as much of an open secret as it is a
taboo subject in Washington.
The 79-year-old President has always been gaffe-prone, but in recent years his
unsteadiness has become more pronounced.
He tells stories that aren’t true, such as claiming to have been arrested in the civil
rights movement, driven a tractor-trailer and intervened in Israel’s Six-Day War.
In an August TV interview, he struggled to recall what branch of the military his late
son Beau had served in and where he had been deployed.
In a September meeting with Senators, he referred to himself as one of their
colleagues before correcting himself: “Wait, wait, I’ve got this job now.”
At the infrastructure signing ceremony, he bungled Sinema’s name.

Mandel Ngan—AFP/Getty Images President Biden was caught flat-footed as two
COVID-19 variants surged and prolonged the pandemic.
Allies react angrily to the suggestion that the man with his finger on the nuclear
button has lost a step, calling it a right-wing smear. (One senior official described
Biden as having command of policy details in meetings.) But the perception is
pervasive.
A Jan. 19 Politico poll found 49% of voters doubted Biden’s mental fitness. Large
majorities did not consider him “energetic” or a “strong leader.” In an October
Harvard-Harris poll, 58% said he was too old to be President.
In one recent focus group of swing voters conducted by a liberal organization and
observed by TIME, a Biden voter from Milwaukee said, “I question his competency
because of his age. I don’t think he’s in a position to run this country.”
In a separate session, a Biden voter from Kentucky said, “I had high hopes for him in
the beginning, but he seems more and more not in control. You see him walk around,
he kind of shuffles, like a great-grandparent. He just is not that sharp.”
Many Democrats argue that Biden’s low ratings stem from factors beyond his control.
He inherited a mess, they note, and has gotten little help from a Republican Party
dangerously fixated on conspiracy theories about vaccines and the 2020 election.
“The pandemic has created a sense that things are not where people want them to be,
and they’re sad about the continuing divisions and disruptions,” says Democratic
pollster Margie Omero.
“That continues because of the Republicans—it’s not something Biden can change.”
Biden, too, doesn’t think the polling is a reflection of how he’s done his job.
“I have probably outperformed what anybody thought would happen,” he said at the
Jan. 19 press conference.

Inside the White House, there’s a belief that the press is overly negative, though if
anything Biden has benefited with voters and the media alike from the low bar set by
Trump.
(Given five days’ notice, the Administration declined to make a senior official
available to speak on the record for this article, saying the long holiday weekend
made scheduling difficult.)
Allies who acknowledge change is needed advise the President to be more visible,
project strength and pivot away from congressional chaos, deploying the Vice
President and Cabinet to sell his policies.
“He needs to make the case more forcefully and get more folks out there making the
case,” says Rodell Mollineau, an adviser to Biden’s Unite the Country super PAC.
“It’s now an election year, and you need to convince the American people that we
have made some progress.”
On Jan. 13, Biden returned to Capitol Hill, this time to make a show of strong-arming
his party’s Senators to pass voting legislation. But the gambit broadcast weakness
instead.
Just before he arrived, Sinema blindsided him with a floor speech blasting the idea. In
the meeting itself, Biden spent several minutes reminiscing about the days of Robert
Byrd and Strom Thurmond, Senators reported afterward.
Sinema did not speak up in the meeting, and Biden did not call on her to explain
herself. One Senator told TIME the President was “soft-spoken” and difficult to hear.
Immediately afterward, Manchin reaffirmed his opposition as well.
In the Capitol, reporters clustered around Biden, seeking his perspective on the way
forward—a plan. He offered only a shrug.
“I hope we can get this done,” the President said. “But I’m not sure.”
Greece receives ‘game-changer’ Rafale aircraft from France
John Psaropoulos - Al Jazeera

Al Jazeera
Tanagra, Greece – “La bas!” – “Over there” – a French journalist broke the silence
pointing at a formation of specks in the overcast sky.
Greece’s newly-acquired fourth generation Rafale aircraft made a series of deafening
overpasses before landing at Tanagra Air Force Base, 70km (43 miles) north of
Athens. They had flown from Merignac airport near Bordeaux.
A ceremony was held at the airbase to mark their arrival, in which a Greek priest
blessed the jets and their pilots.
The Rafale mark a turning point in Greek defence capabilities, defence experts say,
because they carry more advanced targeting and weaponry than anything seen in the
Aegean theatre until now.
“They have very advanced [surveillance], possibly greater than 100km [62 miles], in
the form of a camera that scans for the thermal signature of other aircraft,” said
Konstantinos Grivas, who teaches weapons systems at the Hellenic Army Academy.
“Unlike radar, this doesn’t let the enemy know when they’ve been spotted because it’s
not emitting a beam,” he told Al Jazeera.
“The most important thing of all is this plane comes with the Meteor air-to-air missile,
which is currently considered the best of its kind in the Western arsenal. Its range is
officially 120km (75 miles), but it is thought that it can be as much as 150km (93km).
“These six planes can unleash a very large firepower without the enemy knowing
they’re even there.”
Greek pilots and technicians have spent a year training on the aircraft in France, so
they will enter service immediately.
Greece’s air force is among the most active in NATO because Greek pilots are
constantly intercepting Turkish F-16 fighter jets performing incursions into its
airspace or overflying Greek islands.

Defence Minister Nikos Panayotopoulos told Al Jazeera that Rafale would be doing
more important work. “It’s not a weapon we have for daily interceptions over the
Aegean, it’s a strategic weapon,” he said.
Pilot Theodoros Christodoulou offered an idea of what Rafale missions might involve.
“In older aircraft, if the radar locked on a target, only that radar was locked on it.
Here … one aircraft can pass on its information to another,” he told Al Jazeera.
Grivas calls this capability of being an eye in the sky and passing on targeting
information to other air, naval and land-based assets a “force multiplier”.
Chairman of the joint chiefs of staff Konstantinos Floros told Al Jazeera this
networking capability across branches of the Greek military was already up and
running.

Al Jazeera Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis welcomes the aircraft as the linchpin
of a new Greek-French relationship [John Psaropoulos/Al Jazeera]
Greece placed a fast-track order for 18 Rafale jets and weapons systems for 2.32
billion euros ($2.63bn) just 16 months ago. Parliament ratified the contracts in
January 2021.
Dassault Aviation, which makes the aircraft, sold Greece six new aircraft that were
already in production for Egypt. Greece is to receive six used planes from the French
air force this year, and six next year. It has also ordered an additional six new
aircraft to make up a squadron of 24.
Greece last year also ordered three state-of-the-art Belharra frigates from France’s
Naval Group for an estimated 3 billion euros ($3.4bn). The Belharra and Rafale
purchases underpin an unprecedented intra-NATO mutual defence treaty Greece and
France signed last October.

“The Rafale renders our air force one of the most powerful in Europe and the
Mediterranean, which promotes the flexibility of our national diplomacy and our
broader alliances,” Greek Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis said.
“And it seals the Greek-French defensive compact, and gives new breath to the
prospect of a European strategic autonomy.”

Al Jazeera A pilot climbs out of the cockpit of a two-seater Rafale [John
Psaropoulos/Al Jazeera]
Turkey’s population is eight times Greece’s and its military is the largest in NATO
after that of the United States. Greece cannot compete in size. Unlike Turkey, which is
building up its own defence industry using relatively simple technology, Greece has
sought a leap to high technology through a strategic relationship with France.
“Many Turkish analysts don’t consider Greece to be Turkey’s rival. Rather they
consider France as the competitor in the East Mediterranean,” said Ioannis
Grigoriadis, who teaches European studies at Bilkent University in Ankara.
“So France’s decision to reinforce Greece’s defence with the Rafale is seen as a
French decision to put pressure on Turkey using technology Turkey doesn’t have …
Greece has access to weaponry that balances out Turkey’s numerical superiority.
That allows Greece to speak as an equal to its neighbour.”
Greece and Turkey flirted with armed conflict in 1974, 1987 and 1996. They almost
came to blows in August 2020, when a Turkish frigate came close to ramming a Greek
one and was heavily damaged in the process.
Relations between the two countries have deteriorated since 2017, mainly because of
disagreement over how to demarcate territorial waters and rights to undersea
mineral resources. Exploratory talks to solve the issue resumed last year after a
five-year hiatus, but have not led to an agreement.

Al Jazeera The Rafale overfly the runway [John Psaropoulos/Al Jazeera]

North Korean Bank's Seized Funds Given to Parents of U.S. Student They Say
Nation Tortured
Ayumi Davis - Newsweek

Sarah Silbiger/Getty Images
Seized funds from a North Korean bank account are set to be given to the parents of
U.S. student Otto Warmbier, who they say was tortured by North Korea before being
released from custody while in a coma.
A federal judge in New York ordered the state comptroller to give $240,000 seized to
Warmbier's parents, Fred and Cindy Warmbier of Wyoming, according to The

Cincinnati Enquirer. The seized funds are assets from the Kwangson Banking
Corporation, which is tied to the North Korean government, according to NBC News.
The money will be a payment toward an award of $501 million a different judge in the
District of Columbia ordered the Warmbiers receive in 2018, The Cincinnati
Enquirer reported.
The New York judge, Lawrence E. Kahn ordered a final transfer of the $240,000, plus
interest, to Fred and Cindy Warmbier within 10 days on Jan. 13, according to
Cleveland.com.
The order says no one from the North Korean government or bank appeared in court
to oppose the transfer of money, Cleveland.com reported. They were notified of the
proceedings, the order says.
Otto Warmbier, 22, was a student at the University of Virginia visiting Pyongyang in
January 2016 when he stole a propaganda banner from a hotel, according to NBC
News. North Korea considered the action a "hostile act against the state," Fox News
reported. Warmbier appeared in a video in February 2016, which was a "confession"
to commit the "preplanned" crime.
He was arrested and tried for the act, according to NBC News. Warmbier was found
guilty and sentenced to 15 years of hard labor after a trial just an hour long.
In March 2016, Warmbier fell into a coma, Fox News reported. He returned to the
U.S. in 2017 for treatment.
North Korea said he had botulism, a bacterial toxin that impacts the nervous
system, The Cincinnati Enquirer reported. However, doctors in Cincinnati were
unable to find evidence of botulism in Warmbier's body. He had a significant brain
injury that caused him to go blind, deaf, and physically unable to move.
He died a week later, according to The Cincinnati Enquirer.
Warmbier's parents sued North Korea over his death, with District of Columbia
Judge Beryl A. Howell awarding them over $501 million in damages, Fox News
reported. Howell said the punishment was "appropriate" to "deter North Korea" for
"torture, hostage-taking and extrajudicial killing."
North Korea did not respond to the 2018 lawsuit, according to Fox News.
It's unknown how much the Warmbiers have received of the 2018 reward, The
Associated Press reported.

5 reasons why oil prices could soon hit $100 a barrel
Ashutosh Pandey - Deutsche Welle

Oil is trading at a seven-year high as strong demand faces off with supply troubles
and waning inventories. For consumers reeling from high energy bills, more pain
could be in store with the rally yet to run its course.
Oil prices are just shy of the $90 (E79) a barrel mark -- a level that the commodity
last traded at back in 2014 -- propped up by strong demand and easing concerns
around the economic implications of the omicron variant.

Davor Puklavec/PIXESELL/picture alliance High fuel costs are complicating efforts
to tame inflation.
Benchmark crude contract Brent North Sea was trading around $88 per barrel on
Wednesday, up more than a quarter since the recent lows seen in December following
the discovery of the new COVID variant. West Texas Intermediate (WTI) futures, the
US benchmark, was hovering above $86 a barrel.
Analysts, including at US investment bank Goldman Sachs, are forecasting that oil
prices could breach $100 a barrel this year, further complicating the fight against
inflation, which has reached decades-high in advanced economies like the United
States and Germany.
"Energy traders are bracing for oil prices to reach $100 a barrel as crude demand
appears to be back on track to return to pre-pandemic levels and as supplies will
likely remain very tight for the rest of the year," Edward Moya, senior market analyst
at OANDA trading group, told DW.
Here are five reasons that could drive up oil prices above the $100 a barrel.
Robust demand for oil
Oil is witnessing strong demand despite soaring COVID cases globally amid signs
that the omicron variant is not as big a setback to fuel demand as initially feared.
Air travel, while still well below pre-pandemic levels, has largely withstood the
omicron wave so far, pushing up demand for jet fuel in Europe.

Diesel prices are also getting a boost from demand for heating oils amid soaring
natural gas prices, transportation and industrial fuels.
"The omicron hit to on-road and jet demand appears smaller than that of delta
[variant] outside of China so far, of 0.7 mb/d [millions of barrels per day (bpd)] in
January and is expected to dissipate by March," Goldman Sachs analysts wrote in a
note to clients.
Demand for the fossil fuel is only expected to increase during the summer holidays in
the Northern Hemisphere as people set off on vacations.
Supply constraints
While unplanned outages in Libya, Kazakhstan and Ecuador have added to the
existing supply constraints, the overall supply situation isn't going to get better any
time soon.
The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and allies led by
Russia, an alliance known as OPEC+, have been struggling to restore the record
output cuts they implemented when demand sank during the first coronavirus wave in
2020.
While the alliance has been boosting its production quotas by 400,000 bpd every
month, the actual output increase has been falling way short as oil producers from
Russia, the second-largest OPEC+ producer, and Nigeria struggle with lack of
investments and operational issues.
That leaves only OPEC heavyweights Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and
Iraq with spare capacity to boost production at short notice. But the reserve capacity
is said to be at the lowest level in years, and not enough to enthuse confidence among
traders that it could act as a shock absorber in an event of a supply disruption,
especially when global oil inventories have fallen below the pre-COVID levels and
continue to shrink.
Russia-Ukraine tensions
Rising tensions between Russia and the United States and its Western allies pose a
major risk for the oil markets. Washington has warned Moscow against invading
Ukraine as Russian troops amass on the Ukrainian border.
"A war between Russia and Ukraine would most likely rise natural gas prices
dramatically, and oil will be indirectly affected by the gas-to-oil switch in the power
generation," Claudio Galimberti, senior vice president of analysis at Rystad Energy,
told DW.
"Direct impact on oil production facilities in Siberia is highly unlikely."
Middle East and other geopolitical troubles
Oil markets are particularly sensitive to geopolitical tensions. So, if the political and
security situation in major oil producers like Kazakhstan and Libya, which remains
volatile, worsens then oil prices could quickly head northwards.

Oil supplies also remain vulnerable to escalating tensions between Saudi Arabia and
Iran in the Middle East following a drone attack by Yemen's Iran-aligned Houthi
group on the UAE.
"Geopolitical tensions are the biggest wildcard for crude prices and will likely be the
primary catalyst to keep prices heading higher as much of the demand recovery has
been priced in," Moya said.
Wall Street coming to the party
Bloomberg columnist and author Javier Blas writes that once oil hits $90 a barrel
level, it will get traders on the Wall Street excited who will eventually take oil prices
above $100 a barrel.
"Supply and demand fundamentals drive oil prices. Things like OPEC+ production
plans and US driving patterns matter the most -- until they don't," Blas wrote in a
column.
"That's when the wizardry of Wall Street takes over, giving prices a push up or down
beyond what the physical fundamentals warrant. The oil market is on the cusp of one
of those moments."
Blas points to strong buying interest from oil traders who have built a strong portfolio
of call options -- a contract that gives them the right to buy oil at a specific price and
date -- when oil demand and prices had tanked during the pandemic. Many of those
call options are for oil prices above $100 a barrel.
"Many hedge funds and other large investors are patiently awaiting a much bigger
prize -- for oil prices to rise further so they can exercise their call options in full and
enjoy the right to buy crude below its market price," Blas said.
Edited by: Hardy Graupner
Kenya refuses to release contracts for China debt
Carlos Mureithi - Quartz
Kenya has declined to make public the loan contracts for its Chinese-built railway in
response to a court petition by two activists, saying they have non-disclosure clauses
and that releasing them would amount to breaching a bilateral agreement, impairing
relations between Kenya and China.
This sheds light on the alleged secretive nature of Chinese deals with developing
countries, which experts say complicates debt renegotiation.
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The news is according to an affidavit by public works minister Solomon Kitungu also
stating that releasing the documents will undermine Kenya’s national security, “since
terms in the contract touch on foreign government information with implications on
national security and foreign relations.”
The SGR is Kenya’s most expensive infrastructure project and faces criticism
Built at a cost of more than $4.7 billion, the standard-gauge railway (SGR) is
Kenya’s most expensive infrastructure project since independence.
Since its inception, the project has been marred by accusations of being overpriced
and damaging to the environment. It’s also been criticized for being highly
unprofitable.
The 453-mile track connects the country’s capital, Nairobi, with the port city of
Mombasa and the Rift Valley town of Naivasha. Construction began in 2014, with the
primary contractor being the China Road & Bridge Corporation (CRBC) and most of
the funding coming in form of loans from the Export-Import Bank of China.
Passenger and cargo trains operate on the SGR, with passengers welcoming it for
reducing travel time when compared to using buses, but cargo owners are avoiding it
for reasons including higher fees and more time in clearing goods when compared to
using trucks.
Critics worry about its debt burden on Kenya, its financial viability, and
environmental impact. The Africa Star Railway Operation company, a CRBC
subsidiary that operates the railway’s passenger and cargo service, has never made a
profit in the four years of the SGR’s operation and Kenyan taxpayers have had to fill
the gap to sustain the company’s operations.
Environmentalists, meanwhile, say the construction and operation of the railway,
which passes through key wildlife areas such as national parks, has destroyed and
degraded important ecosystems.

Khalifa and Gikonyo have taken the Kenyan government to court
Two activists—Khelef Khalifa and Wanjiru Gikonyo—last year filed a petition at the
High Court in Mombasa seeking to obtain all contracts, agreements, and studies on
the construction and operation of the SGR.
Through a coalition called Okoa Mombasa, Khalifa had previously attempted and
failed to get the documents through Kenya’s Access to Information Act after the
government directed that all containerized cargo at the Port of Mombasa be
transported inland through the SGR.
This was a move that had negative impact on the Kenyan coast’s port-based economy
as it forced logistics companies to move their operations to container depots in the
country’s interior.
“We have a right to know the details of the project: how our money is being spent, the
consequences of a loan default, and the government’s decision-making processes in
signing the deal. Right now, we know none of this – the Kenyan public is completely
in the dark,” said Khalifa.
Gikonyo, his co-petitioner, is the national coordinator for The Institute for Social
Accountability, a Nairobi-based civil society organization.
Chinese lenders finance huge infrastructure projects in Africa
China is Kenya’s largest bilateral lender, Africa’s largest economic partner and the
world’s single largest creditor.
In the continent, where its lenders finance huge infrastructure projects, the Asian
giant is often accused of debt-trap diplomacy because of the scale of its lending to
African countries and the secrecy around its loan contracts.
Critics accuse China of using these arrangements to burden developing countries
with debt that can make them vulnerable to exploitation on default.
The SGR contract has been a hot and recurrent topic for years in Kenya, with some
Kenyans worried that the Port of Mombasa is listed as collateral and that China
would seize it on default.
In 2018, President Uhuru Kenyatta denied this and said he’d share the contract—a
promise that he’s yet to fulfill. In 2019, Chinese ambassador to Kenya Wu Peng said
no Kenyan national asset is collateral for the loan.
The Kenyan government’s refusal to provide the Chinese loan contracts gives voice to
the accusation that Chinese lenders use contracts to gain advantage over other
creditors in developing countries.
A report released last year that looked at 100 contracts issued from 2000 and 2020
between Chinese lenders and 24 developing countries, including 11 from Africa,
found that Chinese contracts contain confidentiality clauses (pdf) that prevent
borrowers from sharing details about the documents.

The research, led by Aid Data, a US-based development finance research lab, found
that the contracts had become more secretive over time, with all since 2014 having a
confidentiality clause.
Study co-author Scott Morris said the limitations make it difficult for debt
renegotiation because such discussions depend on borrowing countries being able to
be transparent on their external credit exposure.

World's first hydrogen tanker to ship test cargo from Australia to Japan
By Sonali Paul - Reuters

Reuters/Yuka Obayashi FILE PHOTO: The logo of the HySTRA is seen on a liquefied
hydrogen storage tank in Kobe, Japan.
MELBOURNE (Reuters) - A Japanese-Australian venture producing hydrogen from
brown coal is set to ship its maiden cargo on the world's first liquid hydrogen carrier
from near Melbourne to Kobe on Friday, in a test delayed by nearly a year because of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
The Suiso Frontier, built by Japan's Kawasaki Heavy Industries (KHI), arrived on
Friday from Kobe, in southern Japan, following a longer trip than the expected 16
days as the owners sought to avoid bad weather and rough seas, said a spokesperson
for the venture, called the Hydrogen Energy Supply Chain (HESC).

Led by KHI, HESC is a A$500 million ($360 million) project backed by the Japanese
and Australian governments as a way to switch to cleaner energy and cut carbon
emissions.
Hydrogen, seen as a path to decarbonising industries that rely on coal, gas and oil, is
key to Japan's goal to achieving net-zero emissions by 2050. Australia aims to
become a major exporter of the fuel.
Last year, the project started extracting hydrogen from brown coal at a 70 kg a day
demonstration plant in the Latrobe Valley in the state of Victoria, about 135 km (84
miles) east of Melbourne, where brown coal mines have long fuelled some of
Australia's most polluting power stations.
The hydrogen is produced by reacting coal with oxygen and steam under high heat
and pressure in a process that also yields carbon dioxide. The hydrogen is then
trucked to a port site where it is cooled to minus 253 degrees Celsius (minus 423
Fahrenheit), liquefying it for export.
If the partners eventually scale the project up to 225,000 tonnes a year, they plan to
make carbon-neutral hydrogen by burying the carbon dioxide released in the process
under the seabed offshore Victoria.
Partners in the Australian side of the project include Japan's Electric Power
Development Co (J-Power), Iwatani Corp, Marubeni Corp, Sumitomo Corp and
Australia's AGL Energy Ltd, whose mine is supplying the brown coal.
($1 = 1.3906 Australian dollars)

North Korea slams US, hints at resuming nuclear, ICBM tests
By Kim Tong-Hyung (Associated Press) - AP
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Accusing the United States of hostility and threats,
North Korea on Thursday said it will consider restarting “all temporally-suspended
activities” it had paused during its diplomacy with the Trump administration, in an
apparent threat to resume testing of nuclear explosives and long-range missiles.
North Korea’s official Korean Central News Agency said leader Kim Jong Un
presided over a Politburo meeting of the ruling Workers’ Party where officials set
policy goals for “immediately bolstering” military capabilities to counter the
Americans’ “hostile moves.”
Officials gave instructions to “reconsider in an overall scale the trust-building
measures that we took on our own initiative … and to promptly examine the issue of
restarting all temporally-suspended activities,” the KCNA said.
Experts say Kim is reviving an old playbook of brinkmanship to extract concessions
from Washington and neighbors as he grapples with a decaying economy crippled by
the pandemic, mismanagement and U.S.-led sanctions over his nuclear ambitions.

The North has been ramping up its weapons demonstrations recently, including four
rounds of missile launches just this month, in an apparent effort to pressure
Washington over a prolonged freeze in nuclear diplomacy.
The North’s Foreign Ministry had already warned of stronger action after the Biden
administration last week imposed fresh sanctions over its continued missile tests. The
U.N. Security Council scheduled a closed-door meeting for Thursday to discuss North
Korea and non-proliferation matters.

Associated Press People watch a TV showing a file image of North Korean leader
Kim Jong Un shown during a news program at the Seoul Railway Station in Seoul,
South Korea, Thursday, Jan. 20, 2022.
Accusing the United States of hostility and threats, North Korea on Thursday said it
will consider restarting "all temporally-suspended activities" it had paused during its
diplomacy with the Trump administration, in an apparent threat to resume testing of
nuclear explosives and long-range missiles.
South Korea said its military was closely monitoring the North as it urged its rival to
return to dialogue.
China, North Korea’s main ally, repeated its denouncement of U.S. sanctions through
a Foreign Ministry briefing on Thursday, calling them a source of tension on the
Korean Peninsula.
China has avoided criticizing the North over its recent missile launches and endorsed
a return to multinational disarmament talks hosted by Beijing that have stalled since
2008.

Kim announced a unilateral suspension of his nuclear and intercontinental ballistic
missile tests in 2018, as he initiated talks with then-President Donald Trump in an
attempt to leverage his nukes for badly needed economic benefits.
Their summits followed a provocative run in North Korean nuclear and
intercontinental range ballistic missile testing in 2017 that demonstrated Kim’s
pursuit of an arsenal that can target the American homeland. He also exchanged
threats of nuclear annihilation with Trump.
But negotiations have stalled since their second summit in 2019, when the Americans
rejected North Korea’s demand for major sanctions relief in exchange for a partial
surrender of its nuclear capabilities.
At the end of that year, Kim returned to familiar threats and said the North was no
longer obligated to maintain its suspension on nuclear and ICBM tests, which Trump
touted as a major achievement.

Associated Press
However, the pandemic thwarted many of Kim’s economic goals as the North
imposed a lockdown and halted most of its trade with China.
North Korea appeared this month to have resumed railroad freight traffic with China
that had been suspended for two years.
It conducted its sixth and last test of a nuclear explosive device in September 2017.
and its last launch of an ICBM was in November that year.
Some experts say that the North could dramatically raise the ante in weapons
demonstrations after the end of February’s Winter Olympics in Beijing.

They say Pyongyang’s leadership likely feels it could use a dramatic provocation to
move the needle with the Biden administration, which has offered open-ended talks
but showed no willingness to ease sanctions unless Kim takes real steps to abandon
his nuclear and missile program.

Associated Press
Saying that U.S. hostility has reached a “danger line” that can no longer be
overlooked, the North Korean Politburo members called for practical measures to
“more reliably and effectively increase our physical strength for defending dignity,
sovereign rights and interests of our state," the KCNA said.

Associated Press FILE - In this file photo provided by the North Korean government,
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un attends a meeting of the Central Committee of the
ruling Workers' Party in Pyongyang, North Korea.

Accusing the United States of hostility and threats, North Korea on Thursday, Jan. 20,
2022, said it will consider restarting “all temporally-suspended activities” it had
paused during its diplomacy with the Trump administration, in an apparent threat to
resume testing of nuclear explosives and long-range missiles. The content of this
image is as provided and cannot be independently verified. (Korean Central News
Agency/Korea News Service via AP, File)
They criticized United States of continuing its military exercises with South Korea and
arming its ally with advanced weaponry and claimed — apparently falsely — that
Washington is continuing to send strategic assets to the region to pressure the North.
The United States since 2018 has dramatically scaled down its combined exercises
with South Korea, which have mostly been reduced to computer simulations, to make
room for diplomacy with North Korea and over COVID-19 concerns.
Duyeon Kim, an analyst at Washington’s Center for a New American Security, said
North Korea’s claim of U.S. hostility is a pretext for continuing testing.
“Pyongyang is squarely focused on meeting its nuclear weapons milestones because
of its military imperative to do so. This means more tests to come,” she said.
“The pandemic has bought Pyongyang ample time to continue developing nuclear
weapons because North Korea closed its borders and has been refusing direct talks,
afraid of importing the virus.”
Kim Jong Un in recent years had showcased some new weapons he may wish to test,
including what appeared to be North Korea’s largest ICBM that was rolled out
during a military parade in October 2020.
He also issued an ambitious wish list of sophisticated weaponry early last year while
setting a five-year plan to develop military forces, which included hypersonic missiles,
solid-fuel ICBMs, spy satellites and submarine-launched nuclear missiles.
If the North does stage another nuclear test, it may use it to claim it acquired an
ability to build a nuclear warhead small enough to fit on a purported hypersonic
missile it tested twice so far this year, experts say.
Last week, the U.S. Treasury Department imposed sanctions on five North Koreans
over their roles in obtaining equipment and technology for the country's missile
programs.
The State Department ordered sanctions against another North Korean, a Russian
man and a Russian company for their broader support of North Korea’s weapons of
mass destruction activities.
The Biden administration also said it would pursue additional U.N. sanctions over the
North’s tests.

Biden's desperate, distasteful path to possible success
Opinion by Susan Del Percio - NBC News
President Joe Biden’s news conference marking his first year in office made one thing
clear: This president doesn’t need a simple reset or redo. What Biden needs is to
drastically change the way he governs the country.
It is time for Biden to stop being “Uncle Joe” and go back to “Joe from Scranton.”
This is the only way he can fight the battles he needs to win.
For one thing, Biden must forgo the grandiose plans he had for transforming America.
You cannot be Franklin D. Roosevelt or Lyndon B. Johnson with approval ratings in
the low 40s, along with the slimmest majorities in the House and Senate.
(And history is not on the Democrats’ side when it comes to retaining control of
Congress in the 2022 midterm elections. This means, to help themselves, Democrats
need to come together and do everything possible to help the president. Even if that
means doing things they find legislatively undesirable under normal circumstances.)
Managing Covid-19, tackling the economy and fighting inflation remain essential, but
the public needs more. Yes, the infrastructure bill was great, but people will not feel
the impact until after the midterm elections. Now, after two very public legislative
failures, Biden needs some wins.
The first win Biden can achieve on his own, meaning there is no legislation required.
The president must start using the power of his pen to sign executive orders. This is
the worst form of governance; what one president approves via executive order, the
next president can remove by executive order. Yet desperate times call for immediate
action.
During his news conference, Biden briefly mentioned the possibility of an executive
order on voting rights. There have also been reports that Biden plans to sign
executive actions on police reform as early as this month.
Indeed, why wait? His goal should be to keep the ink flowing and sign at least three
more executive actions by early spring. It may feel crass to some, but it will allow him
to do something.
Next — and this will require the moderates and the progressives to both have strong
stomachs and backbones — Biden must put his Build Back Better plan as we currently
know it on the way, way, way back burner. The focus must change to lowering kitchen
table costs for middle- and working-class families. In the end, the American public
always cares about the bottom line.
Recent polling by Gallup revealed a devastating trend for Democrats.Axios summed it
up this way: “Gallup polling found a huge shift in party preference over the course of
2021, from a 9-point Democratic advantage in the first quarter to a 5-point
Republican edge in the fourth quarter.

Why it matters: It's the biggest swing in one calendar year for Gallup's 30 years of
tracking.”
It turns out, Americans did not vote for the biggest structural reform of the social
safety net in generations. In 2020, people voted to get back to some form of normalcy
and competence after the most unstable, divisive and incompetent administration in
history.
And as unpleasant as this may seem, Biden must go to Sens. Joe Manchin, D-W.Va.,
and Kyrsten Sinema, D-Ariz., to find out what they could work with in terms of
Medicare reform; child care, whether it be the child tax credit or universal pre-K;
and lowering the cost of prescription drugs, most likely capping the price of insulin at
$35.
Other Democrats will hate this, especially the progressives. But it comes down to
making a purely political calculation: Democrats can stick to their guns and go
absolutely nowhere, or they can find smaller wins and give Biden, and themselves,
something to promote and run on this fall.
Lastly, Biden must push for the reform of the Electoral Count Act of 1887. There are
reports of bipartisan discussions to change and clarify how Congress tallies the
Electoral College votes.
After Jan. 6, there is no question that this must be done, and perhaps there might even
be a willingness to include some of the pre-clearance of language of the John Lewis
Voting Rights Advancement Act.
Clearly, much more must be done to protect the voting rights of every American, and
changing the Electoral Count Act is a drop in the bucket. But in politics a win is a win.
Getting this win is not complicated, but it is only achievable if it happens quickly.
Time is the enemy of any bipartisan legislation.
It is time to do triage on the Biden administration, and Democrats must apply a
political tourniquet to a legislative agenda that is bleeding out. These are not popular
tactics or righteous methods; hands may get dirty.
But the Democrats do not have a legislative partner across the GOP aisle.
They are on their own.

Ravaged by war, separatist east Ukraine fears new conflict
AFP

Alexander Nemenov
Tears stream down Antonina Zaytseva's face as she considers the possibility of her
separatist region of Ukraine again being engulfed by war.
"How can we kill each other?" asks the 72-year-old retiree who lives in Donetsk, one
of two pro-Moscow separatist regions at the heart of a long conflict between Russia
and Ukraine.

Alexander Nemenov Residents of the separatist region fear tensions between Russia
and Ukraine could erupt into a new war
"We are afraid that the fighting will start up again. This is just a lull," says Zaytseva,
her thick glasses fogging up in the winter air.

Eastern Ukraine has been dogged by fighting since 2014, when Moscow seized
control of the Crimean peninsula and Russian-backed separatists launched
insurgencies in regions around the eastern cities of Donetsk and Lugansk.

Alexander Nemenov Memorials in Donetsk remember those killed, including many
children, during the worst of the fighting in the separatist region.
More than 13,000 people have died in the conflict, most at the peak of the fighting in
2014-15.
With tens of thousands of Russian troops now massed on Ukraine's borders, Kyiv and
its Western allies are accusing Moscow of preparing a possible invasion of its
neighbour.
Recent days have seen a flurry of diplomatic activity, with US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken set for fresh talks with Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov in Geneva
on Friday.
But fears remain of a new war in Eastern Europe. Donetsk, where AFP journalists
were able to travel this week, shows the scars -- physical and emotional -- that kind of
conflict can leave behind.
In Zaytseva's neighbourhood on the outskirts of Donetsk, many houses have been
turned into ruins, gutted by gunfire and riddled with shrapnel.
The front line between Ukrainian and separatist forces, where sporadic fighting and
shelling continue, is less than two kilometers away.
- 'How can you forgive?' Locals hear the sound of artillery and machine gun fire nearly every day, usually at
dawn or at dusk -- what some residents have dubbed "wake-up calls" and others
"fireworks".

Russia is 'a power in decline' but still poses a military threat, says NATO chief
Many have left the area but Zaytseva says she will not abandon her home.
Like many others here, she wants the territory to become part of Russia and accuses
Ukrainian forces of killing civilians in indiscriminate bombings.
"How can you forgive that?" she says, recalling a friend who died during clashes, her
arm and leg ripped away by shelling.
At the peak of the fighting, Zaytseva would hide in a cellar as Chechen and Russian
volunteers backing separatists took up positions outside.
"It was hell," she says. "How could they have started this?"
Near a small local market, a monument stands in memory of civilians who died in the
fighting. Snow-covered teddy bears lie next to children's names.
Gas and electricity were restored to the neighbourhood in 2017 and the Red Cross
has been helping people rebuild their homes and distributing food.
Many residents now also receive regular pensions from separatist authorities, who
receive significant financial aid from Moscow.
"Thank god, Russia pays us our pensions," says Alexandra Lozovskaya, a 69-year-old
whose husband was killed in 2015 when he went out to buy bread.
Sergei, who would not give his last name, says life has improved and accuses
Ukrainian authorities of "theft and corruption".
"At the end of the day, we will unite with Russia, we have to go home," says the
47-year-old.
- 'Nobody wants us' Over the past few years, Moscow has distributed hundreds of thousands of Russian
passports to people living in the two regions.
Residents of separatist-controlled areas can still receive Ukrainian pensions, but to
collect them they need to cross into government-held territory, an ordeal for many
retirees.
Pandemic-related restrictions have made travel even more complicated, and going to
Russia can be difficult too.
"This is like an island," says 49-year-old Elena, whose son lives on the
Ukrainian-controlled side.
"Nobody wants us in Russia or Ukraine. It's a dead end."
Refusing to give her last name for fear of reprisals, she wonders if local authorities
are diverting the financial assistance that Moscow is supposed to be providing to help
the local population.

"Where did the Russian humanitarian aid go? That's a good question," she says.

U.S., NATO to surge weaponry to Ukraine to help shore up defenses
Margaret Brennan - CBS News

CBS News
Secretary of State Antony Blinken will make another effort Friday to convince Russia
to back away from its aggressive positioning around Ukraine, but the low
expectations for success are reflected in the U.S.' decision this week to surge lethal
weaponry to Ukraine's military in an effort to quickly shore up its defenses.
The Biden administration told Congress late Wednesday that it gave approval for four
fellow NATO members that had purchased U.S.-produced weapons systems to instead
send that equipment to Ukraine, as it tries to defend itself from a potential invasion by
neighboring Russia.
Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia have been given the green light to send Javelin
anti-tank weapons and Stinger air-defense systems to Ukraine's forces, and the U.S.
has also approved the transfer of light anti-tank weapons from the United Kingdom.
Some of these systems could also ease air transport of troops. Under U.S. law,
permitting allies to send U.S.-origin equipment requires State Department permission
due to export controls.
In what a State Department official called the "fastest transfer ever" for the U.S.
government, the Biden administration will also hand over to the Ukrainian
government five Mi-17 transport helicopters. These five helicopters were already
positioned in Ukraine for servicing.
The Russian-made helicopters had been purchased by the U.S. for Afghan forces but
since the Afghan military no longer exists, the U.S. can just essentially hand over the
keys. Congress was informed that this transfer will be carried out under the Excess
Defense Articles program.

During his visit to Berlin today in an effort to use diplomacy to de-escalate the
growing tensions at Ukraine's borders, Secretary of State Antony Blinken was asked
about the Biden administration's decision to help surge weaponry there and stipulated
that the military hardware had defensive purposes to protect against aggression that
Russia had initiated.
"And so the idea that the provision by the United States, by European countries, by
NATO of defensive military equipment to Ukraine is somehow provocative or cause
for Russia's actions has the world upside down," Blinken said.
"All that we are trying to do is to make sure to the best of our ability that, as I said,
Ukraine has the means to defend itself, and that might perhaps deter further
aggression by Russia,"
On Friday, Blinken will meet with Russia's top diplomat Sergey Lavrov in Geneva to
see if there is any diplomatic off-ramp that can be found to avoid conflict. The Biden
administration has made it clear that Russia is considering a variety of ways to attack
Ukraine that span from sending tanks across the land borders once the ground freezes
to cyber attacks to scale acts of sabotage or provocations by non-uniformed
operatives.
A Ukrainian official and a senior Democratic aide each told CBS News that there is
concern about the ability of Ukraine's air defense to withstand a Russian air assault.
The Ukrainians want an "Iron Dome"-type system similar to what the U.S. provides to
Israel, but such a defense could take some time to produce and deploy.
In recent days, U.S. officials have warned that the estimated 100,000 Russian troops
near the borders of Ukraine could launch an attack at any point. Ukraine estimates it
now has roughly 127,000 Russian troops encircling it.
The arrival of Russian troops in Belarus this week for war games now means that
Vladimir Putin is positioned to potentially launch an attack from the north in addition
to the eastern flank where his troops have been positioned since November. Russian
forces also are to the south in Crimea, which Russia seized from Ukraine in 2014.
Blinken said Wednesday that the U.S. knows there are plans in place to increase
those forces even more on very short notice.
"And that gives President Putin the capacity also on very short notice to take further
aggressive action against Ukraine," Blinken said following his visit in Kyiv with
Ukraine's President Zelensky.
Over the course of 2021, the U.S. supplied Ukraine with $450 million in defensive aid,
according to a U.S. defense official. The State Department recently approved $200
million more in military aid, which is expected to start shipping to Ukraine this
month.

CBS News FILE: RIVNE REGION, UKRAINE - MAY 26, 2021 - Anti-tank missile
system FGM-148 Javelin is seen during tactical battalion exercises of a separate
mechanized brigade of the North operational command of the Land Forces of the
Armed Forces of Ukraine. / Credit: Volodymyr Tarasov/ Ukrinform/Barcroft Media
via Getty Images
The aid from the U.S. has included both lethal and non-lethal weapons, from Javelin
anti-tank missiles, to patrol boats, to small arms and ammunition. The Javelin
anti-tank missiles, first given to Ukraine in 2018, use thermal imaging and can hit
tanks from above, where the armor is the thinnest.
The decision by the Trump administration to authorize the sale of Javelins marked the
first time the U.S. government directly sold lethal weaponry to Ukraine, though
private commercial sales had been approved on a case-by-case basis since 2015,
according to the Atlantic Council.
Blinken said Wednesday that the U.S. would provide additional material not yet in the
pipeline if Russia carries through with any aggressive intent or further invades
Ukraine.

Why Is Joe Biden So Unpopular?
Susan Milligan - US News & World Report

Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images
It's in a two-minute TV ad narrated in authoritative and reassuring tones by none
other than Academy Award-winner Tom Hanks. It was in a graphics and light display
outside the White House on Wednesday night, when the Democratic National
Committee showcased record job numbers and vaccination progress.
It's in the avalanche of fact sheets from the administration detailing President Joe
Biden's 2021 accomplishments, and it was in the sometimes-exasperated voice of
Biden himself Wednesday as he pleaded his case for a good freshman year grade.
If there were an avatar to accompany the PR campaign, it would be an image of the
baffled president, lifting America up by its collective lapels and screaming, "What is
wrong with you people? Why don't you LIKE ME!?"
The frustration is understandable. On paper, the Biden administration has racked up
some impressive achievements: more than 6 million new jobs were created, a
single-year record.
Unemployment dropped from 6.2% to 3.9%, another single-year first. Childhood
poverty and hunger are down while average wages went up. Biden has the first
majority non-white Cabinet in history and presides over the most diverse
administration in history.
He passed a massive COVID-19 relief bill and an expansive infrastructure package
many previous presidents tried and failed to achieve.
But as polling consistently shows, American voters don't like Biden – or at least, they
don't think he's doing a good job. An average of current polling shows the president
with an anemic 41.7% approval rating, with 53.4% disapproving of him. And while
high inflation has alarmed many Americans, Biden's slide in the polls began last
August, before prices started to jump.

An AP-NORC survey released Thursday, the first anniversary of Biden's inauguration,
found that nearly three-fourths, or 74%, believe the country is headed in the wrong
direction.
In that poll, Biden's approval rating was 43% and his disapproval rating, 56% –
which is worse than it initially looks for him, since just 13% "strongly approve" of
Biden's performance and 36% "strongly disapprove."
On every issue the pollsters mentioned, Biden's negatives are higher than his positives
– even on the handling of the pandemic, long Biden's strong point and arguably the
issue that won him the general election in 2020.
"COVID has taken down one presidency, and it could take down another one," warns
longtime Democratic operative Joel Payne, managing director for communications at
The Hub Project.
If it seems like Biden can't win – at least in the popularity contests – the polling and
public prove it.
Progressives are mad at him for not doing more, while moderate Democratic officials
worry the administration is moving too far left. Independents are souring on him.
Republicans never liked him, still don't like him and probably never will, observes
Marquette University Law School pollster Charles Franklin.
Experts attribute Biden's slide to two major factors: public exhaustion over the
pandemic and a baked-in partisanship that means no president is going to attract
more than about 10-20% support from the opposing party.
In his polling and other studies, the perception of the strength of the economy is
closely related to the party with which the voter is aligned, Franklin says. So,
presented with the same economic facts, a voter in the president's party will see things
as going well, while those in the opposing party are pessimistic.
Democrats skeptical Build Back Better can pass before end of the year
The trend started with the administration of George H.W. Bush but has worsened in
recent years, Franklin says. That means no sitting president is likely to win over a
substantial segment of the opposition party – no matter what he does.
Pull Quote Enhancement : "If nothing changes, people aren't going to keep coming
out for you. You just can't keep failing people."
"The days of 60-plus approval ratings are in the rear-view mirror," Franklin says.
Aggravating Biden's condition, Americans are "just grumpy," Franklin says. They
want to go back to a more normal time – a scenario Biden promised during his
campaign.

And even though the omicron variant is not Biden's fault, the president becomes a
natural target for their frustration, analysts say, even if Biden's efforts are being
thwarted by Republican foes.
"We have had pandemic fatigue, and it's exacerbated by what I think is a conscious
Trump-Republican effort to make sure – and this is very cynical – that Biden fails on
the pandemic. Which will cost lives," says Bob Shrum, a veteran Democratic
consultant who is now director of the Center for the Political Future at the University
of Southern California.
On top of that, Shrum says, "expectations of Biden were too high," with Democrats
eager to reverse the trends and policies of the Donald Trump years finding that it
wasn't happening, or not happening quickly.
That unhappiness was evident in the failed effort to pass voting rights legislation in
the Senate. The failure was largely because all 50 GOP senators united to oppose the
rules changes that would have allowed a vote.
But rank-and-file Democrats, especially Black voters in the civil rights community,
were frustrated that Biden could not convince two Democratic senators, Joe Manchin
of West Virginia and Kyrsten Sinema of Arizona, to get on board.
The measure effectively died Wednesday night, further exposing a divided Democratic
Party. Black voter support was essential to Biden's win in the 2020 South Carolina
primary, the contest that catapulted him to the nomination, activists note.
But it's going to be harder to galvanize those voters if Biden doesn't produce, says
Stephanie Ali, policy director for the New Georgia Project Action Fund.
"We're (canvassing) every single day, every single year, every single cycle, putting
our word and our reputation on the line," promising voters that "if you take action,
things will change, things will get better," Ali says.
"It's not happening. If nothing changes, people aren't going to keep coming out for
you. You just can't keep failing people."
Democrats say privately they wish Biden would act more like a president than the
senator he was for decades – and in an era when bipartisan negotiation was more
common. Instead of heading to the Hill and trying to win over Republicans who've
made it clear they're not interested in helping him, Biden should take a more
authoritative posture, they say.
But there's only so much the president can do in corralling his party's caucuses on the
Hill, experts say, noting that Manchin hails from a state that voted heavily for Trump.
And some things – like gas prices and new COVID-19 variants – are largely out of his
hands.
"People want instant answers, and they want instant cures for their problems," says
Barbara Perry, director of presidential studies at the University of Virginia's Miller
Center.

"It's not (always) his fault … but of course, he gets blamed for all of that."
Biden could recover, Perry says, ticking off examples of other presidents whose
popularity dropped and then rebounded as events changed. Bill Clinton, for example,
was at a low point in 1995 after historic midterm losses, then rebounded after
performing as "comforter-in-chief" in the wake of the Oklahoma City bombing.
The Biden administration and Democrats are launching a campaign aimed at
reminding voters of the accomplishments of the first year and casting the recent
difficult times as a test of American courage.
"We are strong. We are courageous. We are resilient. We are America. Land of the
brave," actor Hanks says in an ad produced by the Biden Inaugural Committee.
The ad features encouraging words from rank-and-file Americans and concludes with
Biden saying he has "never been more optimistic about America's future."
Whether that extends to his own political future is an open question.
(Copyright 2022 U.S. News & World Report)

US destroyer challenges Chinese South China Sea claims as US Navy warns
'nothing' Beijing says will deter it
Julie Coleman (jcoleman@insider.com) - Business Insider

Sarah Myers/U.S. Navy The Arleigh Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS
Benfold (DDG 65) transits the Philippine Sea.
The US Navy conducted a freedom-of-navigation operation near contested territory in
the South China Sea on Thursday.
China's military said the ship trespassed and threatened the peace in the region.

The US argued its actions were lawful and that China's claims pose a threat to
international freedom of the seas.
The US Navy challenged China's "unlawful" and "excessive" maritime claims
Thursday with a FONOP – freedom-of-navigation operation – near the Paracel
Islands, contested territory in the South China Sea.
The US Navy destroyer USS Benfold conducted the operation, challenging
restrictions on innocent passage and excessive territorial claims by claimant states,
China in particular.
The operation drew criticism from China, which accused the US Navy of violating its
sovereignty and security. The US Navy responded by arguing that it "is defending
every nation's right to fly, sail, and operate wherever international law allows,"
adding that "nothing PRC says otherwise will deter us."
The US Navy said in an official statement that "unlawful and sweeping maritime
claims in the South China Sea pose a serious threat to the freedom of the seas,
including the freedoms of navigation and overflight, free trade and unimpeded
commerce, and freedom of economic opportunity for South China Sea littoral
nations."
China's military expressed frustration with Thursday's US Navy operation, claiming
the USS Benfold trespassed in territorial waters around the Xisha Islands, as China
calls the Paracel Islands, and threatened the peace and stability of the region.
Although the US Navy regularly conducts FONOPs, not just in the contested South
China Sea but around the world, China claims sovereignty over large swaths of the
South China Sea and objects publicly whenever these operations occur.
"We solemnly demand the US side to immediately stop such provocative actions,
otherwise it will bear the serious consequences of all possible contingencies,"
Chinese air force colonel and spokesperson for the People's Liberation Army
Southern Theater Command Tian Junli said in a statement.
He further stated that "the troops of the PLA Southern Theater Command always stay
on high alert and will take resolute actions to safeguard China's sovereignty and
security as well as the peace and stability in the South China Sea."
The Chinese military claimed that Chinese naval and air assets monitored and
tracked the US warship before the military "warned it off." The US rejected the PLA
claim, characterizing it as "false."
The US Navy stressed in its statement that "USS Benfold conducted this FONOP in
accordance with international law and then continued on to conduct normal
operations in international waters."
The Paracel Islands have long been disputed territory, with China, Vietnam, and
Taiwan all claiming sovereignty. China maintains practical control of the area,

having built 20 outposts in the Paracel Islands as it continues to tighten its grip on
the South China Sea.

Is North Korea reopening its China border for much-needed trade?
Julian Ryall, Deutsche Welle
The appearance of two North Korean freight trains in the Chinese border city of
Dandong has given rise to speculation that Pyongyang may be cracking open its
frontiers to much-needed supplies of food and medicine.
The two trains were caught on camera in railway sidings in Dandong, although the
freight cars were covered, and it was not clear what they were carrying before they
returned over the Yalu River.

Yang Qing/Xinhua News Agency/picture alliance North Korea closed its border with
the neighboring countries after the coronavirus outbreak in the region
Railway engineers supervising the trains were wearing full protective coveralls,
underlining Pyongyang's ongoing nervousness over the coronavirus.
North Korea ordered that its borders to the outside world be shut in January 2020
due to concern that the coronavirus could be brought into the country from China.
Beyond the elite in the regime, health care for the vast majority of the 25.8 million
residents of the North is rudimentary at best and hospitals would have been
ill-equipped to cope with a major outbreak of the virus.
North's coronavirus claim
The government in Pyongyang has consistently claimed there have been zero cases of
the virus detected in the North, although health experts insist that is unlikely.
The closure of the borders has caused even more hardship in a nation that was
already struggling with food shortages.

North Korea has long depended on its giant neighbor and ally for everything from
basic foodstuffs to medicine, fuel, chemical fertilizers, and the components to keep its
factories and vehicles functioning.
Chinese customs data for December indicate that goods worth just $320 million
(E282 million) were shipped to North Korea in 2021, the lowest figure for more than
a decade.
"We know that there are severe shortages of food and other everyday necessities in
the North, but I do not think we can interpret these two trains as evidence of a general
reopening of the border," said Ahn Yinhay, a professor of international relations at
Korea University in Seoul.
"It is clear that the government there is very afraid of the coronavirus, especially the
new omicron variant because it spreads so easily, and they know it will cause serious
problems if it does penetrate their borders. They are doing everything they can [to
keep it out]," she told DW.
Clampdown on society
Ahn added that the regime of Kim Jong Un might also be taking advantage of the
virus to clamp down further on North Korean society and impose tighter controls on
the border.
There are reports that a shoot-to-kill order has been passed on to guards on the
frontier charged with halting defectors and smugglers attempting to earn a living by
trading illicitly with China.
But the primary motivation for sending trains to bring in goods from China may be
Kim's need to keep the elites in North Korean society content.
"There are some very important anniversaries coming up on the North Korean
calendar and traditionally goods are given out to the people to celebrate," she said.
February 16 this year will be the 80th anniversary of the birth of Kim Jong Il, the
second member of the Kim clan to rule the country and the late father of the present
leader, while April 15 will be the 110th anniversary of the birth of Kim Il Sung, the
founder of the nation who is still revered in propaganda as the Great Leader.
Daniel Pinkston, a professor of international relations at the Seoul campus of Troy
University, concurs that the two shipments are unlikely to herald the full opening of
the border to imports and pointed out that satellite images had shown the trains spent
a significant amount of time in a newly completed decontamination facility on the
North Korean side of the border after their return.
"Two trains in such a short space of time is unprecedented in the last couple of years
and there is a good deal of speculation about what they would be carrying back to the
North. But the timing makes me think it is gifts linked to these upcoming
anniversaries," he told DW.
In short supply

In years gone by, the gifts have included cooking oil, biscuits and sweets for children,
although Pinkston points out that basic medicines and fuel for household use appear
to be in particularly short supply this winter and would be most welcomed by the Kim
administration.
"North Korea has been running a chronic trade deficit for many years. There is no
foreign direct investment or loans from the international community, so the question
also has to be how is Pyongyang paying for these goods?" Pinkston added.
"It will be interesting to find out what the regime has distributed on these upcoming
red-letter days, as well as the amounts and their quality. But I'd like to know how a
country that has been defying economic gravity for decades continues to get away
with it," he added.
(Edited by: Shamil Shams)

IS attacks Syria jail, military base in Iraq in deadly escalation
AFP

Fadel Senna
The Islamic State group on Friday attacked a Syria prison housing fellow jihadists
and a military base in Iraq in near simultaneous deadly operations that revived fears
of an IS resurgence.
The jihadist group has yet to comment on the attacks and there is no indication that
they are coordinated but, according to analysts, they strongly suggest IS is trying to
boost its ranks and arsenal in an attempt to reorganize across both countries.
In Syria, an ongoing IS attack on a northeastern detention facility holding the largest
number of IS suspects killed at least 23 Kurdish security forces and set "dozens of IS
fighters" free, according to the Britain-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights.

STAFF Map locating Hassakeh in Syria
The prison break that began late Thursday was one of the group's most significant
attacks since its "caliphate" was declared defeated in the war-torn country nearly
three years ago.
As IS operatives launched their bid to free some of the estimated 3,500 fellow fighters
jailed at Ghwayran prison in the Syrian city of Hasakeh, the jihadists killed 11
soldiers in an attack on an army base in the east of neighbouring Iraq.
The attack marked the jihadists' deadliest operation in Iraq this year.
While the Iraq operation quickly came under wraps, Kurdish forces in Syria
continued to battle jihadists in Hasakeh, hours after the prison attack began with an
IS car bomb the previous night, the Observatory said.
The war monitor, providing figures that were not immediately confirmed by the
authorities of the autonomous Kurdish region, said nearly 40 jihadists were killed in
the ongoing fighting which also drew in US-led coalition forces.
The brazen IS operation sewed chaos in Hasakeh, forcing people to flee the area
around Ghwayran prison, with at least five civilians reported killed, according to the
Observatory.
IS fighters hunkered down in homes around the facility, sometimes using residents as
human shields, as Kurdish forces backed by coalition aircraft fought to retake full
control of the neighbourhood and hunt down prisoners on the loose.
"IS fighters killed four of our neighbours," said Umm Ibrahim, who was forced to
escape her neighbourhood near the prison.

"We left because of the clashes. We feared for our children," the 38-year-old told
AFP.
- Human shields IS has carried out regular attacks against Kurdish and government targets in Syria
since the rump of its once-sprawling proto-state was overrun on the banks of the
Euphrates in March 2019.
Most of their guerrilla attacks have been against military targets and oil installations
in remote areas but the Hasakeh prison break could mark a new phase in the group's
resurgence.
The Syrian Democratic Forces, the Kurds' de-facto army in northeastern Syria, said it
had recaptured 89 IS detainees in its sweep of the area. "Clashes continue in the
vicinity of the prison," the SDF said in a statement.
The US-led coalition formed to battle IS acknowledged the attack and added that the
SDF had suffered casualties but did not say how many. IS "remains an existential
threat in Syria and cannot be allowed to regenerate," the coalition said.
The Kurdish authorities have long warned they do not have the capacity to hold, let
alone put on trial, the thousands of IS fighters captured in years of operations.
According to Kurdish authorities, more than 50 nationalities are represented in a
number of Kurdish-run prisons where more than 12,000 IS suspects are now held.
From France to Tunisia, many of the IS prisoners' countries of origins have been
reluctant to repatriate them, fearing a public backlash at home.
- Jihadist strategy Prison breaks have been a recurring part of jihadist strategy in both Iraq and Syria
for more than a decade.
Before becoming the world's most wanted man, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, the leader of
what was later to become known as the "Islamic State", had launched a campaign in
2012 focused on releasing prisoners.
His proclamation of the Islamic State's so-called caliphate in 2014 across swathes of
Iraq and Syria came after a wave of operations in Iraq during which several hundred
fighters were freed, including from the notorious Abu Ghraib prison.
"Jailbreaks and prison riots were a central component of IS resurgence in Iraq and is
a serious threat in Syria today," said Dareen Khalifa, senior Syria analyst at
International Crisis Group.
She noted that many of the prisons in the Kurdish-run areas of Syria where much of
the IS caliphate's former "army" is being held are converted schools ill-suited to
holding high-risk detainees for long periods.

Since Kurdish forces backed by the US-led coalition flushed out the last die-hard
jihadists holding out in the village of Baghuz in 2019, IS has been patiently
rebuilding.
The confusion and corruption that are rife in the vast desert expanses on both sides of
the Iraqi-Syrian border have allowed IS remnants to lie low and plot their next moves.

A example of “Why people doesn’t truth media any longer”.
Same day, same time! Which one is correct?

